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Proposal May Save System Billions

Social Security
-Age Could Rise
From 65 To 68

City Board Cuts
Six Teachers
For Next Year

44

By DEBBIE !si. LEE
monies. ;
Staff Writer
Funding for the, federal and state
Six members of the certified staff programs which employ the 10. aides
and 10 classified staff members or is uncertain,at this time, Jeffrey said.
• aides will be sent contract non- The superintendent added he would
renewal letters following action taken probably not know until the summer if
by the Murray Independent Board of the programs would be refunded.
Education Tuesday night.
In other personnel action, the board
Superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey, accepted the resignation of Lucy Lilwho recommended the non-renewals ly, a Murray High home economics
- to the board,.said factors contributing teacher who has been employed with
to the certified staff cuts were declin- the system for 22 years.
ing enrollment, inflationary costs,
The resignations of Roy Irvin, a
and a reduction in the amount of funds custodian at Robertson, and James
from-the State Department Piggott arm)-Lirnia Graves; -TAMS •
of Education.
custodians, were
aecepted.
House Bill 44, which limits the
Patricia Ward washired to replace
amount of tax money that can be col- Patsy James,a board secretary,from
lected on the local level, was an addi- May 18 to June 12 and for the fall.
- - tional factor in the non-renewals, Jef-_ sernes,ter. - Mrs:, _James, who is
frey said.
"scheduled to return to work Jan. 1,
The six teachers Who will not be re- 1982, ores granted a maternity leave-

WASHINGTON (AP) — A proposal
The subcommittee, by a 6-0 vote,
to raise the regular retirenient age for adopted the higher retirement age at
Social Security from 65 to 68, given the_suggestion of its chairman, Rep.
tentative approval by a House panel, J.J. Pickle,D-Texas. The subcommiteventually could save the beleagured tee staff estimated that by raising the
system billions of dollars every year, retirement age to 68 the long-range
officials say.
costs of the Social Security system
The proposal, which would be phas- could be reduced by 1.3 percent to 1.4
•••
ed in over 10 years beginning in 1990, percent.
is designed to give people an incentive
Under the proposal, persons retirto work longer while protecting those ing at 65 would receive 81 percent of
who feel the must retire at age 62.
the full benefits ii-ven to those retiring
"This is the best plan I've seen yet," at68.
said Rep. Willis D. Gradison _Jr., itRep.Doti bailey:1)=Pa.;saying that
Ohio, who has argued against using full Social Security benefits at 65 is engeneral re*nue funds collected shrined in our culture, expressed
through income taxes for the hard- fears that the measure might prove
pressed Social Security system.
politically unacceptable.
----a-result of TueidaY'S Amite, the - --PF
oike
- retiring at age 62 under the
higher age will be included in a bill be- • plan would receive 64 percent_of full
rn---11111111111111YIVIPWIWItilla
nu
on oci
ecun . e pro- with80 percentraigigraret law.
. posal still is subject to discussion and
Rep. Andrew' Jacobs Jr., D-Ind.,
amendment by the subcommittee and said he was concerned that the plan
by the full House Ways and Means would "Sweeten the pot" excessively
Committee.'
for a high-income person who chose to
work until68.
PLAY TO OPEN — "Hey,look at me. I just opened the door that's at
The subcommitee; which thus far
the
top of the whole wide world." Donna McClure as Lu Ann Hampa
.fashioning
has spent two weeks
ton rehearsing a scene for "Lu Ann Hampton Laverty Oberlander" at
has agreed on
Social Security
changes that would reduce the 1982 the University Theatre.Performances are April 9, 10,and 11 at 8 p.m.
Reservations may-be made by calling the box office at 762-6797.
cost of the system about 12.4 billion
n
t
y
,
eb
the
below
Dr. Woodfin Hutson, Murray dentist, was elected as president of the P.resident Carter.
Social Security is the single biggest
Kentucky Dental Association at the
government,
ra7
expense of the edreec
paying out an estimated $138 billion
House,Louisville. •
The new president graduated from this year and more than $159 billion in
the University of Louisville School of the fiscal year beginning Oct. I to
Dentistry in 1937 and has been prac- nearly 36 million recipients.
When the curtain goes up for the - experience The unusual feeling of agThe payroll taxes supporting Social
ticing in Murray since that time ex-University
Theatre's production of-. irtg 20 yearsrin two hilurs.
cept, for three years •service in the Security will no longer be enough to
Donna NICCluie,
"Lu Ann Hampton Laverts
senior from
or
198.1
beginningin
benefits
cover
United States Navy during World War
Paris,
Tennessee, wit; portraY the
Oberlander,"
one
cast
member
will
1984,actuaries have estimated.
lead, I,u Ann Hampton, from ages 17
to 37. Mcclure is a senior psychology
major and believes that her
background in psychology has helped
het understand I,u Ann, the.person. "I
think I--understand' I,u Ann - her
hangups, feelings, shortcomings- but
especially how she deals with lifeand
thepeople she know.-7. MeClure,sahl,
13arkley maintained his innocence. had extensive experience in the held.
By DIANA TAYLOR
"Lu Ann Hampton -Laverty
Associated Press Writer
and produced a transcript of a
One of the board's findings stated
Oberlander"
is one of the three plays
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — State polygraph examination which showed that Barkley."fostered an atmosphere
Preston
Jones comprising "A
Agriculture Commissioner Alben his denial of the charges to be which was not free of sexual harassBarkley II says he welcomes a truthful.
ment and he further fostered a less Texas Trilogy." Set in the small town
of Bradleyville, "Lu Ann..." is a senlegislative investigation of his departThe examination was administered than professional •-working environ- sitive comedy about a determined
ment to determine whether the Per-. by John E. Waller who,according to a ment"
•
sonnel Board ruled.correctly that he fact sheet provided by Barkley, is
In respon4 to that, Barkley said he young woman with high aspirations.
-I Want people to understand I,u Ann was guilty of sexual harassment.
president of Waller & Associates
See BARKLEY,
why she is what she is," McClure said.
But such an investigation appears Polygraph Examiners, Inc. and has
Page 16-A,Col.4
Conflicts arise through the course 'of
unlikely, according tostate Sen. Joe

Hutson Elected
President Of State
Dental Association

3:

Prather, D-Vine Grove, vicechairman of the Legislative Research
Conunission.
The Personnel-Board ruled Monday
night that Barkley and markets director - Doug Wheeler had sexually
harassed two women who uSed to
work inlhe Agriculture Department.
The board supported the allegations
made against Barkley by Ann Hester,
25,and ruled that Wheeler had harassed both Ms..Hester and Barbara Armstrong,30.
Taliaferro
Board.Chairman
M-efrattlo,said Barkley's ciii-willbT—
the GenerariCaseniliTy-, WhiCh—apparently must be thesource of any action taken against Barkley because of
his statuts as a constitutional officer.
The board ordered Wheeler's pay to
be suspended for 15 days, amounting
tosome $1,500.
During a press conference Tuesday,

Reagan May Stay Longer In Hpspital
By MAUREEN SANTINI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan, his recovery from a bullet
wound in the left lung perhaps slowed
by his age, may have to stay in the
hospital another week until his fever
is gone and he is off antibiotics, doetors say.
•
Meanwhile, a man who authorities
said shared accused-assailant John
1V-.11Intkley
affection for actress
Jodie Foster and stayed in the same
New Haven,Conn., hotel was charged
with threatening to kill the president
after being arrested with a loaded
revolver in New Wk.The FBI said a
letter found in the hotel room
threatened "to bring to completion"

last week's assassination attempt.
Reagan was reported under "very,
very tight" security at George
Washington University Hospital.
"There are hundreds of them
(agents) here," said Dr. Dennis
O'Leary,dean of clinical affairsat the
hospital. "I don't think I am exaggerating."
Secret Service spokesman Jack
Warner denied that security had been
reased becauke of the assassina,
tion attempt or Tuesday's arrest of
Edward Michael Richardson, 22, of
Drexel Hill, Pa.
But Warner said the president's
detail "had to be augmented by field
agents because of the hospital en-

vironment. We are away from the
secure White House environment."
O'Leary said the president may be
at the hospital longer than had been
expected.
• Reagan had a slight fever Tuesday
night and doctors want him to remain
in the hospital until his temperature is
normal and he is off antibiotics,
0:Leary said.
That could be another week, he adderrextiTainhiglh-ere a'four-or Tièday spread" in. which Reagan could
leave,depending upon his progress.
Earlier, there was speculation that
Reagan could be released this Week,
See REAGAN.
.
Page 16-A, Col. 4
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Reading Of City
Sticker Ordinance
On Council Agenda
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University Theatre Production
Ages Cast Member 20 Years

Barkley Welcomes Department
Probe Following.Board
Verdict
N

a

-Robertson Elementary School, 'one
Board members also voted to add
from Carter Elementary School, two Dina Paparella to the substitute
from Murray High School, and one teacher list,
who works at both elementary
schools.
The superintendent said the system
employs a "considerable" number of
teachers above the number for which
the state Foundation program provides funds. .The salaries of these-

Ann's life, but somehow she
manages to survive:
see a lot of
myself in 1,ti Ann, maybe that's why it
conies relatively easy:" McClure added.
McClure is not comPletelY new to.
Theatre - she did some work while in
high school and was also a member of
the forensic team. But none of the
roles she has played before have been
as demanding as 1,u- Ann. "I'm really
nervous about getting "off book," she
said,"f just-hope can remember the
next line."
Since the play is set in Texas,
perhaps-the easiest element of all for
McClure to learn was the accent. ".1
don't have to act that," she said, "I
already have it!"
Anyone interested in reserving
seats for the April 9, 10,or 11th perforinance'of "Lu Ann Hampton Laverty
Oberlander" should call the box office
at 762-6797 or 762-4421. Curtain time is
8 p.m.

The first reading of an ordinance
concerning penalties for late-payment
Of thecity sticker tax is on the agenda
for the u
the Murray City Council.
The meeting will be at 7:30 p.m. in
the council chambers of City Hall.
Other items_iisted on the agenda include disciission of the anti-mask ordinance and recommendations from
the public works committee on. bids
for concrete, crillvert pipe, crushed
rock and rip rap for the street depart-

ment.

Celebration Of
Park Opening Tops
Parks Board Agenda
A report on the celebration of the
opening of the park scheduled for this
spring tops the agenda for the
Murray-Calloway County Parks,
Board on Tuesday,April 14.
The meeting is set for 5:30 p.m. at
the courthouse.
Other items listed on the agenda include a report on the swimming pool
renovation and the establishment of -guidelines for the personnel committee on the pool manager's position.
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Cloudy and windy with
thunderstorms likely tonight.
Low in the mid to upper 50s.
Decreasing cloudiness bree2y
and cooler Thursday. High in the
mid-to Upper 60s.
Friday.,throughTSunday :- Dry
with a warming trend through
Sunday' Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

357.85
357.90

Event Will Be Part Of Arts Celebration

Art Guild Sets Open House Sunday By PATRICIA CLARK
,
state or national significance and house in. 1971 from Mabel Schroader,
As a part of Murray's participation worth being preserved for future daughter of B. F. alid Rhoda
in the Gallery of the Arts national generations. They may be of Schroader. It now serves as a gallery,
celebratioh of the arts during April, . historical importance or an studio and office for the Guild. The
the Murray Art Guild, a member of outstanding example of an architec- house is an appropriate setting for exthe Community Arts Council, will hold tural style.
hibiting art and holding classes. It
-an open house Sunday, April 12, from
Only three homes in Murray are
2 p.m.to 4:30 at 103 N.Sixth St.
listed on the National Register,
- The guild has an additional reason "Oakhurst" at Murray State Univerfor-celebration at this time, since its sity, the Diuguid house on Main Street
building, known historically Is the and the Will Linn house. These three'
Will Linn House,has recently been ad- are also the only houses in Murray on
ded to both the Survey of Historic the Survey of Historic Sites in ken:April 8,4 p.m.to 7.Tea — Artist
Kentucky and the National tueity.
Sites
Saito, Murray-- Woman's
Register of Historic Places.
The Winn Linn house was built on
Clubhouse, prints available for
The listing'ofthe property as a Ken- Main Street in 1900 for Will Linn, an
lozer
tucky Laroiosiirl.en the Survey of- attorney and later a judge, by builder .
4:30 p.m. to 7, "All Campus..
Historic Sites in Kentucky was done George Aycock. Will's daughter, •
Sing," sponsored by Sigma Alpha
by the Kentucky Heritage Commis- Evelyn Linn Albritten, is still a resiIota, women's music fraternity,
sion, headed by the Kentucky Historic dent of Murray. In 1906, the house was
university quadrangle.
Preservation Officer. The National sold to B. F. and Rhoda Schroeder. In
7:30 p.m., Contemporary art
Register of Historic Places is ad- 1929, the corner of the lot was sold to
Ministered by the U.S. Department of the Gulf Oil Company and the houSe 'flTffscussion. Clara-M.Eagle
Gallery,fourth floor, Price-Doyle
the Interior.
was moved to the back of the lot and
Buildings listed on the National turned to face North Sixth Street.
Fine Arts Center.
Register are those considered of local,
The Murray Art Guild bought the

Gagery Of
The Arts

QUAD-STATE BAND — Several Murray High School band students
were chosen by auditions to participate in the Quad-State Band
sponsored by the Murray State University music department. Other
performers included students from Tennessee, Illinois, Indiana,
Missouri, Alabama and other schools in Kentucky. Murray High
students include, first row, from left, Steve Wells, Bill Boone, Jeff
Blodgett. Second row: Bill Smith, Lori Garland, Jim Kelly, Samir Mahfoud. Third row: Robert Johnson, Claudia Billington, David Cooper,
Charles Cella.

- ,

•

possesses character not found in
newer buildings and is a work of art in
itself. Its details and workmanship
are a thing of the past.
. The house has had no major alterations in its eighty-one years. A photo
belonging to Evelyn Linn Albritten,
taken before 1906, shows that the exterior has not changed. Some
the
typical Victorian features and details.
in the house include: curved porch,
cupola, stair panelling, sliding doors,
built-in china cabinet, transoms over
doors, three fireplaces, stained glass
windows in hall. and attic, carved
exterior doors, carved door frames
and mantelpieces, "trompe l'oeil"
painted oak wood graining on doors. .•
The Murray Art Guild invites
everyone to attend its open house as
part ot the- celebration of Gallery of
the Arts month Ind to help the Guild
celebrate the listing of the house on
the National- Register. Visitors may
tour-the house and learn more.about
its history and construction features.

Ritual OfJewel, el.
nexp ained impotence
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D

Ends Thurs

1"or

The Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
held a candlelight Ritual of
Jewel for Penny Morgan on
March 24_ at the home of
Brenda Jones, president,
who read the ritual.
Becky Phillips, -second
vice president, and Liz Hill,
treasurer, assisted in the
ritual. Mrs. Morgan was
presented with her new
sororIty pin and a long stemmed silk yellow rose by Mrs.

Morgan At Mee
enny '
that three quilt squares were
Jones.
During the business ses- still needed to complete the
sion Mrs. Jones led the open- Beta Baby quilt and quilting
ing ritual and welcomed two would begth at her home on
guests, Marla Gelb and Pat- Saturday afternoon. Cheryl
sy Orr. Committee reports Hyneman, Founder's Day
were given by Liz Hill, ways chairman, announced that
and means, and Marlene the Husband of the Year
Waldrop,service.
would be voted on at the next
Mrs. Hill reported that meeting.
final plans for the softball
Mrs. Jones of the Girl of
tournament would be made' the Year committee said the
April 7 at 6:30 p.m. at her chapter would vote by secret
home. Mrs. Waldrop said ballot on this honor. This
vote will count 50 per cent
toward this award, and the
other 50 per cent will come
from points earned by each
girl throughout the year. The
Husband of the Year and the
Girl of the Year will be announced at the Founder's
Day event on April 25.
Elected as new officers for
the 1981-82 sorority year
were Liz Hill, president;

my arm' still hurt where the
anesthetic was put in. where
the elbow bends. I work in a
hospital and was told I had
phlebitis from the anesthesia
and the pain will remain for
at least a year Three veins
have been infiltrated.
I am concerned that a bloot
clot could get loose and cause
a heart attack or a stroke. The
anesthetic was mixed with
Valium. I have also heard it is
not proper to put anesthesia in
the arm and it should have
been put in the wrist_ Am Ito
suffer because of one doctor's
ignorance'
DEAR READER ,— More
likely you are going to suffer
from too much meddling by
well-meaning people in your
hospital environment. That is
a chemical irritation caused
by the irritation from the
Valium. Surgeans and
anesthesiologists are well
aware of it. It won't last
indefinitely and you will
recover completely. This condition will not form a clot that
will migrate to your lungs, as
Becky Phillips, first vice
might result from thrombopresident; Pam Durham,sethe
in
in
Clots
leg.
phlebitis
veins go to the lungs; they do
cond vice president; Earlene
not cause heart attacks and
recording
Futrell,
strokes.
Hyneman,
Cheryl
secretary;
The anesthetic can be put in
DEAR ABBY: I teach sixth grade at Lockwood Elemen-treasurer;
M'arlene
the vein at the swrist or the
elbow. It is like deciding tary School in Bothell, Wash. The students are between 11 Waldrop, corresponding
which access road you. want to and 13 years old.
• Rhonda Felts, exuse to enter an expressway.
We had a very interesting discussion concerning a lettersecretary'
They will be
officers.
tension
DAD.
VIRGINIA
signed
column
in your
meeting
first
the
at
installed
and
party
Dad's 12-year-old son wanted to have a slumber
invite six of his neighborhood friends. One of the friendsin May.
just happened to be a girl, but since she was considered "one The meeting was closed
of the guys," the boy thought she should be invited without with the group repeating the
any concern for heesex.
-closing ritual and Mizpah.
Because the schools of Murray and Calloway County are
Dad said that even though the party would be well Mrs. Jones' served
observing a spring break, the Mini-University program, chaperoned by him and his wife, he didn't think the girl
refreshments and secret
sponsored by the Center for Innovation and Development should be invited to spend the night with six guys.
distributed.
sistergifts-were
----_Saturday,.
--'----AI)by,--your -atisseer-reack_ALMUrra,y SL3te_University,ivill nut meet,on
will be
meeting
next
The
"Dear Dad; Even though the gal is considered 'one of the
April 11.
9, at
April
Thursday,
held
invite
not
would
I
gal.
a
still
she's
all,
it
underneath
guys,'
The program will resume on Saturday, April 18, and it
Pam
of
home
the
at
p.m.
7:30
her.' '
will conclude on Saturday, April 25.
I asked the class what they thought of your answer. Durham with Ms. Durham,
Enclosed are their letters. I hope you enjoy them. Sincerely,Mrs. Phillips, and Mrs. Hill
MICHAEL NELSON in charge of the program.

I am
when he takes a pill, regardDEAR DR LAMB
less of what it is, he will sudwriting to you about my husdenly improve if he has confiband who is 38 He refuses to
dence in it. That is why there
see our family doctor because
are such wild claims of benehis problem is so personal He
fits from grOtind rhinoceros
drays- it will- embarrass him
Iltis problem concerns.buthsif
horn or the bark of an exotic
tree
us When we are having sex he
:Also. Impotence can be
starts out all right but goes
re-died to diabetes, various
completely limp He often
neurological diseases and
stops because it embarrasses
him -and I can't really blame
even circulatory disorders.
him
Encourage- him to see his
84,
71tusband has not seen a -doctor. I am sending you The
doctor in five years and he
Health Letter number 3-12.
seems in perfect health He
Impotence, which may help
says he- doesn't hurt
him understand and be more
anywhere He has had this
willing to seek ,medical attenproblem for some tone now
tion. Others Who want this
and it isn't -getting any better.
issue can send 75 cents with a
Do you have any information
long, stamped, self-addressed
that could help us9
envelope for it to me, in care
DEAR READER -- Your
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
husband's problem is not all
155V. Radio City Station, New
that uncommon It might help
York, NY 10019.
if he realizes that it is just a
If- his -family doctor feels
symptom and this type of
that more complicated tests
reaction can 1311, caused by
are necessary. be may wish to
many different things That is
refer turn to a urologist. At his
why a person who has unexage I feel certain that he can
plained impotence needs to
get some help to significantly
have a gooci'medical examina- improve If he should have a.
tion
problem such as diabetes and
Impotence can be caused
have persistent difficulty.
from psychological factors.
there are now devices that
Often when a man loses confican be surgically implanted
dence in himself it becomes a., by a urologist to help solve the
vicious cycle and gets wsrse
problem.
instead of better. Sometimes
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am a
22-year-old man and two.
months ago I had four wisdom
teeth extracted After a week
Thru Thurs.

Ends Thurs.
..SAMkj.Wg?

Held

Shpw Is

1

The annuak pring Fashion Show and Coffee, sponsored
by the Murraigtate University Women's Society, will be
held on Saturday. April 18, at 10 a.m. in thecoffeehouse in
the University Center:
Coffee and light snacks will be served and informal
modeling will feature the latest in fashions provided by
Local merchants. Music will be provided by an MSU music student.
MI MSU Women's Society members are invited and encouraged to bring guests. Reservations and further information may be obtained by calling the co-chairmen, Inez
Gibbs at 753-1858 or Geri Johnson at 759-1387. The deadline
for reservations is Monday, April 13.
•

Erwin Home Scene Of Meet
Marilyn Erwin opened her
home for the March 12th
meeting of the Blankenship
Circle of the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church Women.
"Command To love" by
Robin Maas was 'the program presented by% Donna

Coed Slumber Party
Gets Mixed Reviews

Italian
Spaghetti
Special
(Ink

inude dining ink
inmde dining orth

Free Refills on Drinks

"

AMERICA IS GOIN COUNTRY
anCI SHE'S IN IT HIP DEEP
EVERY WHICH WAY BUT GOOD

WEST GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Huel West,
Jr., of Hazel Route 1 are the
parents of a baby girl, Amy
Suzanne, weighing seven
pounds eight ounces,
measuring 1131,2 inches, born
on Saturday, March 21, at
11:17 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Hue! West of Murray
and Mrs. Lacy Jackson and
the late C. H. Paschall of
Hazel.

DEAR ABBY: Sorry, but-I don't think that's really fair, I
they all think she is one of the guys, then what's the bi
problem? Besides, what can they do with Parents there.
Nothing much.
SHANA SMIT
DEAR- ABBY: I think the girl should be invited to th
party. Why not? They can't play spin the bottle with only
one girl and six guys. You messed up that time, Abby.
BRIAN
-

Free Refills on Drink,

EDNESDA'Y
4-10 P.M.
You Can't Eat This Good
At Home For This Price

Direct
From Disc
In Your Own
Home For

DEAR ABBY: I think you made a wrong decision about
the slumber pally. (No offense, Abby.) If the girl is
considered "one of the gang," she should be invited. The
The wedding of Ms". Janice taker will officiate at the parents would be there, and if anything did get out of hand,
Ray Cooper, daughter of Mt:. ceremony. Mrs. Oneida the girl would either be asked to leave or they would give her
and Mrs. Jimmy Cooper, White will present a pro- one more chance.
and Gerald Keith Tabers, gram of music.
Mrs. Robert (Joyce)
son of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
A twe-Med animated
Tabers, will be solemnized Houston, sister of the bride- DEAR ABBY: About that 1 2-year-old boy having a
ettravagel113
girl to sleep over
WALT DISNEY
on Sunday, April 12, at 2:30 elect, will be the matron of slumber party and inviting a 12-year-old
going a little bit too far. That is
that's
think
I
boys:
six
with
•THE
p.m. at the First Baptist honor.
my opinion.
ARISTOCATS
Best man for the groom- P.S.CHRISTY BOAS
Church, Murray.
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whit- elect will be his brother,
I wouldn't go.
Barry Tabers.
The ushers will be Bob DEAR ABBY: I think you made the wrong decision. You
Wilder and Mike Stephen- made it sound like the parents don't trust their own son.
What do you think is going to happen anyway? Do. you
son.
Mrs. David (Debbie) Hill, think they are going to have sex or something with fivt
aunt of the groom-elect, will other boys around? No way.
direct the wedding.
Following the ceremony a
DEAR ABBY: I think if they all got into their own
reception will be held in the sleeping bags and stayed there, nothing could happen. I
Equipped With Radio Sound
church fellowship hall.
know how that father thinks. My mother thinks, the same
Serving at the reception way. Not trusting. As for me, I don't think I would 'go, and I
will be Miss Jennie Smith, am a girl.
BETH
Mrs. Julie Jones, Mrs. Barbara Smotherman, Mrs.
2 and I do not agree with your
/
DEAR ABBY: I am 111
Daytha Outland, aunt of the
answer. I think if the girl was asked to a boy's slumber
bride-elect, and Miss Starlyn
party, it would be up to the girl. I know if I were asked to a
Tabers, cousin of the groom- boy's slumber party that was well-chaperoned,1 would go.
elect, who will also preside
KATHY
at the register table.
DEAR ABBY: I think your opinion is OK. The girl
All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wed- shouldn't be there with six boys. But if it had been OK with
the parents, it would have been,OK with me, too.
ding and the reception.
GERALD WILLIAMS
DEAR ABBY: I think the girl should have a chance to
make up her own mind if she wants to go to the all-boy
patty. If the boys consider her one of the guys and there is
any fuss about her sleeping with the boys, she could go fo
most of the party, but when it came time to go to bed, sh
could go horne.
KYMBERLY WILLIAM

Whitfield. She read her
scripture from Matthew 5:48
and closed with prayer.
Joanne Mahan read the
minutes and gave the financial report.
Also present were Marilyn
Liddle, Carolyn Parks, and
Martha Butterworth.

Hamburger
8, Chopped Steak
Special!

DEAR ABBY: I think your opinion is wrong on not letting
that girl go to the slumber party. If you are 12 years old, you
A special program and dance will be-held Thursday, are not going to do anything. I'm 12 and I've gone to a girl's
April 9, at 7 p.m. at the Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium house and nothing big happened.
View Drive, Murray'.
Music will be by Otis Elkins and His Band, according to
DEAR ABBY: About your answer to the parents of the 12- Laverne Tapp,administrator of the lodge.
year-old boy who wanted to have a girl at his slumber party:
l_thjnk .that the father is a paranoid person and is just
expecting something to happen. I am 11, and-think it would
be perfectly all right to invite the girl, no questions asked.
DAVID BLACK

AND THE
BEST GUY
ON THE
TEAM
IS A GIRL

Planned. I

At over 1,000 Diet Center
locations across the U.S.

LOST 132POUNDS

and Canada people are
losing nearly 1,000,000
pounds every month.
Through sound nutrition
and private daily counseling, they are learning
how to lose weight and
keep it off, naturally. You
can lose 17 to 25 pounds in
just 6 weeks and that rate
of reduction can be
sustained until you reach
your ideal weight.

My husband lost 60 pounds
And my daughter lost 19 pounds

No Shots
No Drugs
No Contracts
Walnut Plaza•5th & Walnut•Suite 203

Holiday Hookers

EVERY FRIDAY
NIGHT Alaskan King

ulf Red Snapper
Crab Legs
(Fried or Broiled) Scallops
.a...Nowe
,
MM.MON. •'
CONMO.....Y.M.• NNW MA

$695
cre.. ail.kellr” Nat.NNW.

Open Thur. Thru Sun. tees

Breaded Oysters
Choose Two With Any Meal:
Rice Pilaf, Fried Zu,cchini, Steak Fries, Fried
Cauliflower,Baked Potato, Tossed Salad,
Cole Slaw

$475

95
(Fried or Broiled - .q1

$795

,

.
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Community Events Are Listed

Wednesday,April8
Thursday,April)
Thursday, April)
FridaycApril 10
Felday, April 10
Goshen United Methodist
program and
SPecial
Gamma Gamma Chapter
Skating Party, sponsored
Church Women will meet at of Beta Sigma Phi Sorority dance with music by Otis
Spring Week at Murra
7 p.m. at the church.
by
the Newman Club, Chi State University will finisL
will
be
and
his
Band
Elkins
will meet at the home of
held at 7 p.m. at Fern Ter- Alpha, and the Baptist Stu- with a weekend camping and
Murray Bass Club will Pam Durham at 7:30 p.m.
dent Union will be held from canoeing trip to
race Lodge.
meet at 6:30 p.m. at Sirloin
10:20 p.m. to 12:20 a.m. Cost Between the Lakes
Southern Kitchen Cooking
Stockade.
Friday, April 11
will be $1.25 per person. School, sponsored jointly by
departure time at 4 p.m Ft-)
Calloway County Board of
Hazel Lodge of Free and
Murray State, Progressive
information
call 762-69[j1.
Health will meet at 7 p.m. at Farmer magazine, Calloway Accepted Masons0-schedulMothers Morning Out will
DeVanti's.
7:30 p.m. at the be held at 9 a.m. at the First
County Homemakers ed to meet at
hall.
lodge
Christian Church.
MurAssociation, and The
Manabu Saito, Japanese
ray Ledger & Times will be
Shopping for Senior
artist, will be at the Murray
held at 7 p.m. in Lovett
Citizens will be held and for
Mornan's„Club to show his
inpublic
is
Auditorium. The
transportation call 753-0929
print, Red Tulip, from 4 to 8
vited and there is no charge.
by 9:15 a.m. for morning
p.m. This is a special fund
shopping and by 11:30 a.m.
raising drive for the club
Lecture by James Mapes
with the club to receive $10 of for Spring Week at Murray for afternoon shopping.
each-of the $20 prints sold. State will be at 8 p.m. in the
FOR THURSDAY,APRIL 9, 1981
Hazel and Douglas Centers
The public is invited.
University Center Ballroom.
What kind of day will tomor- VIRGO
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
Aug.23 toSept. 221 ITPI A.
This free and open to the
row
be? To find out what the
p.m. for activities by the
Story Hours at 9:30 and
Competitors could use
public.
stars say, read the forecast
Senior Citizens with lunch at given for your birth Sign.
10:30 a.m. and 3:10 p.m. will
sneaky tactics. A business ap---pointment may be canceled.
be held in the meeting room
"Lu Ann Hamrion Laver- Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
When socializing, avoid harpof the Calloway County ty Oberlander" will be the Douglas at 12 noon.
ARIES
Public Library instead of the play presented by the Mur(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) iri4 ing on little things.
•
•
Potluck and orientation by
Misunderstandings are LIBRA
Arts Annex so the children ray State University
toOct.22)
(Sept.
23
may see the special art show Theatre, Fine Arts Center, Greater Paducah Chapter of possible. Be skeptical, if at all
A daydreaming tendency
doubtful. Avoid nagging with
there.
at 8 p.m. Admission is $3 for Parents Without Partners
could interfere with concenclose
ties.
Attend
W
household
tration., Pay attention to
adults, $1.50 for children, will be at 6:30 p.m. at the tasks.
home of Betty Conway,
detail. Keep c- areer aspiraAll-Campus Sing will be and by season ticket.
TAURUS
tions in linriaith reality.
Mayfield Route 4.
held from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m. in
(Apr.20 to May 20)
SCORPIO
the Murray State University
Money that comes in quickly
Mothers Day Out will be at
Second night of "Lu Ann could go out the same way. (Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Quadrangle with campus 9 a.m. at the First Baptist
aitists.
Be wary of
Hampton
Laverty Avoid extravagance and
organizations performing Church.
Escapist tendencies' prevail
Oberlander" will be dubious transactions. Pay no after dark. Be protective of
competitively.
heed to gossip or rumors.
health and reputation.
Carol Poe Group of First presented at Murray State GEMINI
Contemporary Art Sym- Baptist Church Women will University Theatre at8 p.m.
Safeguard possessions.
(May 21 toJune20)
SAGM'ARI
zzudi
esS
ju.JAL
--posium for National Gallery meet with Mrs. Larry
Watch misunderstandings
Adults 141
University
Murray
State
will
be
at
Week
of the Arts
Nervousness
6:30
p.m.
Ragselle
at
_withslose-allies.
Nursery 12
A close tie's-behavior- ma).7:30 p.m. in the Eagle
affects job output. A. party be confusing to you. A friend
'- ,24ersemanship-- Ctutr
- •--3-31---8-1
alter l'tne Arts Center.
Legion of'Markwill meet sponsor an all day American. mood could lead .to ex- has • an eutterehate4httdriesrtravagance or foolish outlay.
!NEWBORN ADMISSIONS, Murray State University.
proposal. It pays to be skepat 10:40 a.m. at St. Leo's Quarter Horse Association CANCER
show
in
the
West
Kentucky
Knott, baby girl (Gwen)
tical now.
Circles of First United Catholic Church.
22)
Livestock and Exposition (June 21 to July
CAPRICORN
1042 Manley, Apt. 8, Paris,
Moodiness could lead to dif- (Dec.22 to Jan. 19) .
_Methodist_ Church Women
Harding University Belles Center. For information call
Tenn.
will meet as follows: and Beaux will present a Charla Blair, White Hall, ficulties with others. Be less
Work progress may 'fall
Thompspn, baby boy
insistent about voicing small short of aspirations. Don't
Wesleyan with Pattie Moody show at 8 p.m. on the third 767-4568.
Vicki) Rt. 8, Box 196A, Bengripes. Don't let home duties take things for granted about
at 6:30 p.m.; Ruth Wilson at floor of the theatre at the
slide.
ton.
a close relationship. Over7:30
p.m.
social hall at
University Center, Murray
Second annual Dr. Harry LEO
come nervousness.
DISMISSALS
a
State University. This is free M. Sparks Distinguished (July 23to Aug. 22) (
Thursday, April 9
•
AQUARIUS
Mrs. Kathleen R. Turner,
You're in a party mood, but (Jan. 20to teb. 18)
the Woodmen and open to the public.
Lecture in Educational AdCamp
592
of
Rt.6, Benton; Mrs. Christine
be considerate of others' feelInsincere types abound
meet at 6:30
ministration will be in ings. A far:illy member may
Key, 205 South 10th Street, of the World will
Grove 6126 of the
Barkley lecture room of be unable to join you for Don't mix business__ with
at the Triangle Inn.
p.m.
Murray; Diane Holmes, 14A
Woodmen of the World will
pleasure. You cotild be
University Center, Murray festivities.
Denesha Place, Fulton, N.
meet at 6 p.m. at the
neglectful of health in the postHomemakers
State, at 7:30 p.m. Progressive
dinner hours.Take-care. .
Y.; Ronald Crouch, 1413
Triangle Inn.
will meet at 7 p.m. at
,
PISCES
Dudley, Murray; Kimberly Club
home of Ethelyn
the
20
)
to
Mar.
Feb.
19
(
Lee Harrisjit. 3,Benton.
Loberger, 1703 Parklane.
A domestic problem may
Fred- Lee Gillum, Rt. 1,
concern you. Don't-e-Vide the
in
change
Members
note
Kirksey; Mrs. Janice J.
issue. Searching for adventure
.
Duncan, • 1105 Mulberry, meeting place.
may cause you to overspend.
Murray; Paul David Wright, Murray Chapter No. 92
Avoid escapism.
535 Hart Hart, Murray; Mrs. Royal Arch Masons will
YOU BORN TODAY are interested in -world problems
Abbie Herndon, Rt. A, Mur- meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
and would make a good pubbe
ray; Omus Oliver Flora, 803 lodge hall.
servant. You dislike taking
South Fourth Street, Murorders and serve best in a'
ray. Ellis Center will be open
leadership capacity. PracMrs. Patricia H. Foley, Rt. from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for acticality and self-discipline are
4, Benton; Mrs. Ella H. tivities by the Senior Citizens
the qualities needed to make
your genitineinterest in others
Boehm, Rt. 2, Springville, with exercise at 10:30 a.m.,
workable- vn: a daily basis.
Tenn.; Mrs. Lydia V. Foster, nutrition , lesson by Clara
Strongly artistic, you can sucRt. I. Hazel; Mrs,. Sylvia Bramley at 10:30 a.m., lunch
ceed in acting, writing,- music,
Martin, Box 82, Hazel; Mrs. at 12 noon, and recreation at
poetry and -painting.Onee yow
1 cIaWnidiup(expired) Rt. 12:30 p.m.
master your own tempera1, Murray.
ment, you can make a fine
'Dexter Homemakers Club
contribution to the general
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
welfare. You're a hard worker
Dexter Center. A potluck
for any cause that you
lunch will be served at 12
espouse. Birthdate of: Charles
Baudelaire, ,poet: Mary
noon and a Stanley party
actress:- and Ward
Pickford,
with
the
-public
invited
will
of Murray.
actor.
Bond,
A party was also given for be at I p.m.
Amber on her birthday on
Hazel and Douglas Centers
April 3 at her home. A yellow
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
For Information
and white cake decorated
p.m. for activities by the
with flowers was served.
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Present were her grandHazel at 11:45 a.m. and it
mothers, Lillian Prescott
Douglas at 12 noon.
and Frances- Flood, her
(Permanent
great grandmother,'Melissia
Removal
of Hair
Ceramics Class for Senior
Hooks, and her parents,
Society
University
Women's
recently
held
a
SPECIAL
EVENT
—
The
Murray
State
this
Call
Citizens
will
not
be
held
Larry and Marilyn Flood, all
Western Night event. After a barbeque dinner, square dancing, pitching horse
week.
of Murray.
shoes,arm wrestling, and bean counting wore held. Members of the committee
planning the event were, left to right, kneeling, lan Rowlette and Linda Bosking,
standing, Donna Whitfield, Gail Baust, Mug Rigsby, and Jamie Helton.

Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Dpwdy will celebrate-their
40th wedding anniversary on
Sunday, April 12, with a
reception at the Community
Room of the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank.
All friends and relatives
are invited to call between
the hours of 2:30 to 4:30 p.m.
The family reqtiests that
guests not bring gifts.
The couple was married
April 12, 1941, at Paducah
with the Rev. M. L. Davis officiating. Their attendants
were Wanda Fox and Oscar
Cox.
Mrs. Dowdy is the
daughter of Mrs. Mary E.
Zeiss and the late Charles A.
Zeiss of Paducah. Mr.
Dowdy, son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Dowdy of
Paducah, is the owner of Uncle Jeff's Department Store.
They attend the Bethel
United Methodist Church.
They have seven children
who are Mrs. Jack (Tracy)
Hurley of Benton; the Rev. Russell Dowdy, Jr.. Mrs. Robin) Haggard,all of MurAaron Dowdy of Milburn; Ronnie (Pam) Woods. Jeft ray. They .have 10 grandMrs. Penny Gardner, Dowdy, and Mrs. Don children.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake

-V4116V

Arl

Mr. and lIrs. Russell Dowdy-

THE ACES®!

R.. G. CORN, JR.

"Nothing recedes as
success." —
Walter

SOUTH
•AKJ
•A 8 4 2
•A 9 6 3

r

Does a successful finesse k
4eserve la— be
Most'often this may be true.
Vulnerable: North-South.
Nevertheless, sometimes Dealer: South. The bidding:
the . delayed finesse works South
West
North East
out better, as today's declar- (NT
Pass
3N1' All
er discovered after he lost
pass
his game.
Opening lead: Spade four
Declarer captured East's
queen with his spade ace spade goes to declarers
and led a club to dummy's jack and declarer can count
jack for a winning finesse nine 'tricks. Three club
(or so he thought). A dia- tricks are assured and
mond was led to declarer's declarer takes home his
ice and a second club game and rubber.
finesse was tried, this time
Bid with Corn
dummy's queen went to
East's king. East returned a
spade to declarer's king and South holds: 4-8-B
--new it-all hinged tm- the 3--3.
•Q 9 5
club break. When this failed
QJ 75
to come off, declarer had
* J 1075
only eight tricks and the
4K 9
defeqse had scored a one
trick set.
North South
East made a good play in
1*
ducking the first club 24
finesse. However, this was
not where the game was ANSWER: Two diamonds. A
really lost. Declarer lost his simple preference is
game by taking his finesse enough. Two no trump
before he really should
would invite a game and
have.
South needs 11-12 points to
Had declarer needed four justify that bid.
or five clubs, the immediate
finesse would have been
best. Needing only three Send bridge questions to The Aces.
club tricks, a- first round PA). Box 12363, Dallas. Texas 75225.
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
duck would have saved the
for reply.
game.
After winning the first
spade, declarer's club seven A
is ducked in dummy, East's 24
1
nine winning. The spade
return is won with declarAmber Catherine Flood
er's king and now it's time
celebrated
her first birthday
to try a valid club finesse.
with a party given in her
This loses to East's king but
honor on March N at the
the game is safe. A third
home of her uncle and aunt,
NOR,Th
4-8-A
•81
Larry and Judy Travis of
1096
Kuttawa.
*K82
A pink and white
4AQJ42
decorated cake was served.
EAST
WEST
Those present were her
•Q 9 5
•10 7 6 4 2
V K3
°IQ.)7 5
grandmother,
Lillian
* J 10 7 5
*Q 4
Prescott, and her parents,
•K 9
4108 8 5
Larry and Marilyn Flood, all

-feptia-tee--

-e-c;nrn,

HOSPITAL NEWS I

no9

mber Flood Honored

Regarding
Electrolysis

753-8856

DIAMOND SOLITAIRE SALE

50%
to
30
SAVE
ON SCORES OF BLAZING,

—

BONDED SOLITAIRES!
,..011111111".
V I"

THIS MONTH ONLY
ALL OUR SOLITAIRES ARE
30 to 50 % OFF'
LAYAWAY
NOW FOR
MOTHERS DAY

$15
SPRING
SKIRT
SALE

CHARGE R I
UP TO 20 MONTHS
TO PAYI
Reg. $300 to $2,000
Now

199

t• $1295

ieve Big Savo New
Watckler.The Marriage Of
The tO's...Coating Soots To

LAYAWAY
NOW co
MOTHER S DAY

Originally
*24 to*29.
Linen Skirts, Border Prints,
Oxford Cloth Skirts
and More!
Juniors 5-13.
8-18.
Buy Now for Easter!

Misses

•Keepsake Excluded
APPLY NOW ibR OUR NEW GOLD CREDIT CARD!
IT ALLOWS YOU UP TO 20 MONTHS TO PAYI
JUST COME IN OR CALL 753-7695
AND WILL MAIL YOU AN APPUCATION.

Bel Air Shopping Center

Bel Air Center & Olympic Plaza
Shop Daily 10-8. Sunday 1-5
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10 Years Ago

EDITORIALS

A Question
On Decision
might not cause "irreparable
harm" to the taxpaying
citizens of the Commonwealth
of Kentucky.
We envision many farreaching implications growing from the Appeals Court
ruling. It will not be restricted
to controversies between a
university president and his
board. Rather, we fear, it
could apply to every state
agency from a powerful panel
created by the legislature on
down to the smallest water
district board in the Commonwealth.
It could mean that any time
an individual's performance
of duty is lacking, and the
board that is responsible for
that performance wishes to
make changes, it may find
itself in court before it can
takaany action.
We don't dispute the right of
any individual to due process
of
and-a fair and impartial
hearing. We wonder, though,
if this action might open a can
of worms that will keep administrative agencies squirming in courts, rather than
overseeing the business at
hand.
Legal minds far more experienced than ours have
argued this, question. We think
a final determination needs to
be made: When should the
But we wonder if the judicial branch play a part in
decision announced Monday, the proceedings of a
should it be allowed to stand, legislative agency?

We feel obligated to raise
a question about the precedent
that may have been set earlier
this week when the Kentucky
Court of Appeals ruled that
Calloway Circuit Court did
have jurisdiction ip an administrative matter prior to
the actual hearing by that
agency — the Murray State
Board of Regents.
We do not question the judgment of special circuit Judge
J. Paul Keith Jr., who ruled
that four members of the MSU
board of regents would not be
allowed to sit on a hearing on
charges against university
president Coastantine W. Curris.
What bothers us is the timing of that judgment.
The question of "irreparable harm" seems.to be
the-rnaki ittm-conSideredby
the appellate judges in rendering ,their decision. At various
'times. during the Proftision-ot
legal manuevering during the
case — which is apparently
not yet over — the appeals
court had to decide that question as it applied to both parties in the matter.
In this vein, we do not intend
to argue the case for either
side. The place for that debate
is in the board's hearing room
and in the court rooms.

Dangerous
Intersection
Another traffic fatality was
recorded in an auto accident
at the intersection of
Highway 732 and Highway 94
East.
Unofficially this makes at
least' five traffic deaths
recorded at this intersection in
recent years. Shortly after the
fatal accident Monday,
another accident occurred at
the same location but
miraculously no one was injured. Many other traffic accidents have also been
reported at the same area.
Residents of the area have
been concerned for some time,

and have requested a caution
light be erected at the intersection. Persons traveling
east on Highway 94 come over
a hill just prior to passing
Highway 732 which makes it
impossible to see oncoming
cars from the highway intersecting from the east side
of the state road.
We urge the Kentucky
Highway Department to erect
a caution light at this intersection to warn motorists of
this dangerous intersection in
the hope that the traffic accidents will cease at this area
and avoid more fatalities.

Washington Today
By HOWARD BENEDICT
AP Aerospace Writer

The bureaucratic price could be
dear.
Failure could lead to transfer of
CAPE CANAVERAL Fla.(AP — shuttle control to the Air Force;
The space shuttle Columbia is on the sources in Washington contend some
launch pia, two years late but ready influential congressmen and highto go, only because the Pentagon con- level Pentagon officials already advinced President Carter the nation vocate such a move. They wbuld at
needed a new military machine.
least like to see the military have
On its own, the National equal authority with NASA.
Aeronautics and Space AdministraThe Air Force has some ambitious
tion didn't have half enough clout to plans for the shuttle, and American
get the shuttle Outof its hangar. A fai industry, which had been expected to
cry from moon-mission days when develop orbiting manufacturing
NASA was the toast of official techniques, has shown relatively/little
interest so far.
Washington.
The shuttle is the world's first
Seventeen months ago, the shuttle
was way behind schedule, butting up spaceship that can be flown over and
against budget ceilings and taxing the over — each craft capable of 100 or
patience of its congressional spon- more round trips.
At a time not yet determined,
sors.
NASA's problem was basic: a timid military shuttle crews plan to test
NASA management at first sold the space weapons such as laser beams as
program for the wrong reasons and a means of destrtying hostile
satellites and ballistic missiles before
later seemed reluctant to sell it at all.
Alarmed at the schedule slippage, they rise above the atmosphere.
the Air Force stepped in.
The Air Force longs for a broader
role in outer space, and now, 23 years
By The Associated Press
after NASA's creation, the civilian
Today is Wednesday, April 8, the
space agency is losing its exclusive
98th day of 1981. There are 267 days
control over the nation's manin-space
left in the year.
prorgam. More than a third of the
Today's highlight in history:
first decade's 400 shuttle flights will
On April 8, 1513, Spanish explorer
have military missions; the Air Force
Ponce de Leon landed in Florida in his
is building a launching base in Califorsearch for the fountain of youth.
nia and a control center in Coloradb.
On this date:
For NASA, much rides on the sucIn 1933, Western Australia. voted to
cess of the first shuttle flight.
secede from the Commonwealth in a
If Columbia fails, the technological
dispute over federal taxation.
credibility NASA has built through the
In 1961, a referendum in Prance apMercury, Gemini, Apollo and Skylab
proved a peace settlement with naprograms would come into question.
The second shuttle, the Challenger, tionalist rebels in Algeria.
In 1773, artist Pablo Picasso died at
won't be delivered until mid-19112,and
the age of 91.
that might be have to be delayed
several months, depending on what
Ten years ago: The Ul. Command
in Saigon reported that Americans
went wrong with Columbia.

Twiny'In History'

CapitolIdeas
***.

Researching The Issue

Army Private Herbert T. Collins,
son of Mr.and Mrs. Edward T. Collins
of Murray Route 2, recently received
the Army Commendation Medal in
Vietnam.
Deaths reported include William R.
Rowlett.
The Calloway County Republican
Women's Club will be the host club for
the.First District meeting of the Kentucky Federation of Republican
Women on April 20 at the Murray
Woman's Club House, according to
Mrs.John Resig.
The Ahno and ICirksey School PTA
units were presented awards at the
44th annual spring conference of the
First District PTA'held at-Calvert City.
Superlatives of the senior class of
Calloway County High School are Barbara Brittain, Kevin Cooper, Debbie
Erwin, Paul Rushing, Shirley Hayes,
Dennis Sears, Janie Hughes, Tim
Fannin, Jill Craig, Sammy Todd,'
Jackie Ross,.Ricky Rudolph, Donna
Williams, Pete Roney, Dgnecia
Ramsey, Mike Kline, Patsy Hopkins,
Terry Yarbrough, Jan Brower, Jimmy Lassiter, Sandra Bramlett, and
Charles Watkins.
Earl Wrightson and Lois Hunt will
appear in concert on April 19 at 8:15
p.m. at the Murray State University
auditorium.

20 Years Ago

By TOM RAUM
speaker of the House, remained just or his successor as president, not by a
Associated Press Writer
behind the vice president and before Cabinet member, the congressional
The Lynn Grove 4-H Club won first
WASHINGTON (AP) — House the Senate president pro tempore in memo said.
place
in both the club and specialty
"Thus-, thiJoint Chiefs of Staff and
,--Thamas P. JejlLJr.ja- conlie_____A___titutional line of succession to
acts at the district talent show held
he's not bothered by Secretary of the preaccleit-V1
---the-secratary okilefense.most_ look to
the president or the successsoi in ó1 -last night _at, Kentucky Pam State
State Alexander M. Haig Jr.'s claim any doubts.
Park. They will represent the district
be,in chrge after.the assassination
,when itcamç to military com- flee ... as the commander in chief.
attempt On the president,litir he.hinr inand,
t8"tftt"
fV44Vria
ngtta
n4r.1 1;131'
the issue researchethinyway.
or commands,
speaker took the position that, while
inCrawford
is teacher and Mrs. Gene
The Massachusetts Deniocrat ask- each president can set his own chain chiding the expenditure of nuclear
Watson and Mrs. Glen Kelso are
ed William H. Hogan Jr., the chief of command — a line usually going weapons,"said the Hogan memo.
If the president is disabled, the vice leaders.
counsel of the House Armed Service from the president to the vice presiDeaths reported include Arthur
Committee, to tell him who's in dent to the secretary of defense — the president could be designated presicharge under a variety of emergency job of commander in chief cannot be dent. And if the vice president cannot Jackson,76.
A Girl Scout Day Camp Training
take the office, then the power would
circumstances — especially those so delegated.
Program
will be held April 11 to 13 for
go
the
that involve military decisions., speaker of the House, the
The armed services ultimately only
the Murray Girl Scout Neighborhood
Hogan feassured OtNeill that he, as can be commanded by "a president" memo said.
Thus, O'Neill would be commander with Mrs.James Garland as leader.
By GEORGE
Officeraof the new Calloway County
in chief before Haig under nearly
W.HACKETT
Coonhunters
Club are P. L. (Doc)
every situation other than one in
Hester
Arnett,
Hugh Brown, Floyd
which the president, the vice president and the House speaker were kill- Barrow,and Brooks Gibson.
Sixty-five Calloway County High
ed or disabled at the same time, the
School boys turned out for baseball
memo indicated.
O'Neill said he wasn't going to add practice this week, according to
his voice to those that have criticized Coach Richard Vincent.
Beurdean Wrather is worthy
Haig.
matron
and Hollie Alderdice is worthy
The flap began last week when
patron
of
Temple Hill Chapter No.511
President Reagan. was undergoing
L/OUISVILLE;Ky. AP) — There suppose the time is coming when we
Order of the Eastern Star.
surgery
for
a
gunshot
wound.
Haig
are still 10-cent pay telephones in Ken- will have to ask the state for permistold reporters he was "in control here
tucky, but you'd have to drive a few sion to raise them, although I don't
at the White House," adding:
like to do that."
miles to find one.
"Constitutionally ... you have the
Mattingly said he is working on an
"We've got 19 of them scattered
president,
the vice president and the
Isaac Eldon Dunn, Ralph Junior
through our coverage area," said Ed- expansion program because he
secretary of state,in that order."
Willoughby, and Joe Pat Lee were inbelieves
that
utilities
ward Mattingly, president of a utility
like his are "a
"I knew what he had in mind," said ducted into the Army on April 3 at
that hasn't asked for a rate increase must for small communities that
O'Neill.
Owensboro, according to officials of
otherwise would have no means of
since 1976.
Local Board No. 10 of the Selective
"We've been trying to hold the line communications."
Service.
-The demand for service is growing
on inflation and it hasn't been easy,"
The Calloway County School
he said, explaining that equipment in eastern Kentucky. A lot of folks are
Festival was held April 6 at Almo with
and labor are about as high in the-z-oming home after working for years
all county schools participating in the
mountains as they are in the cities. • in the larger cities. They want
many events of the day.
The Leslie County Rural Telephone telephones."
Members of the Murray Rotary
He's already been promised a loan
Co. has 4,641 subscribers and 23
Club and their wives and guests were
employees but no operators to from the Rural Electrification Adpresent for the Rotary Ann Night at
dispense information to its customers ministration loan. Such loans became
the Murray Woman's Club House.
in Leslie, Harlan, Perry and Breathitt available in the 1950s "when bankers
Guy Billington, club president, was
were reluctant to put up money for the
counties. • toastmaster.
"If you're sitting here in Hyden and little people in the telephone
The Rev. Dr. H. C. Chiles, pastor of
dial the operator, somebody from business."
the First Baptist Church, will adMattingly's utility may not be a big
General Telephone will answer in
minister the ordinance of baptism to
Lexington. We have a similar con- as Maw Bell's but life is never dull.
at least 75 persons at the'Simday night
"I meet and chat with interesting
tract arrangement with South Central
services. During the past two weeks,
Bell for our six other exchanges people every time my telephone
the church has been engaged in an
rings."
because it's a lot cheaper that way."
evangelistic revival.
Mattingly said he drifted into the
Buddy Buckingham,son of Mr. and
business, with a little help from his
Mrs._ Ray Buckingham, and George
father.
Edward Overbey, Jr., son of Mr. and
-Dad owned a service station and
Mrs. Overbey, Sr., both from Murray
he always was having trouble calling
High School, were elected as officers
another town to get parts," he recallat the Youth Assembly at Frankfort.
ed . "One day, Dad decided the best
Other Murray students attending
solution was to buy his own phone
were Ann Perry., Jane Perry, Carolyn
Headline is a service for senior medicine wagons of the old days!
company. He acquired control of this
There is no magical memory pill to Melugin, Lochie Faye Hart, Zetta
citizens. Its purpose is to answer quesUtility in 1947."
restore your memory. If you ever run Yates, Jimmy Boone, William T.
It is one of 1,488 independent tions and solve problems. U you have
into this type of situation again, call Parker, and Gene R. Hendon.
telephone companies in the United a question or a problem not answered
States, Mattingly said, adding that in these columns, write to Headline, the police as soon as the "salesman" Chaperones were Mrs. L. R. Yates
They serve "more than one-half of this 114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria, leaves your house.
and W.B. Moser.
Drug quackery includes cures for
nation's land area. Iowa has the most Ohio 45381. You will receive a prompt
— 158 — and there are 15 other reply, but you must include a self- baldness, cures for aging, a promise
utilities like ours operating in Ken- addressed, stamped envelope. The ' for new youth, cures for arthritis and
various other medical conditions Unmost useful replies will be printed in
tucky."
fortunately, these pills are not always
His firm expanded slightly in 1976 this column.
vitamin pills or sugar pills. Some of
HEARTLINE: The other day, a
by acquiring the Perry County Rural
So we, being mossy, orie one body
Telephone Co. with 272 customers. At very nice, clean-cut young man came these "miracle" cures have proven to In Cbrld, sod every ow members
that time, the rates were $6.90 a to my door selling a new pill that actually worsen a person's condition ass of toolbar. Rooms 12:5.
month for a business outlet and $4.10 restores your memory the way it was or even have proven to be fatal.
- The cruelest and most dangerous of
When you were young. I bought some
for a residential telephone.
unity
"Our charges now run from $9 to of the pills, at $19.95 for 30, which was all unproven treatments are those Dandle
icaipatitrcechoturchindidePevi(elal
$9.50 for a one-party residential supposedly all- that I would need to which promise a cure for cancer, or mrober*.
telephone and from $13.50 to $14.25 for restore my memory. I took a few of some other terminal illness. These
a business line," Mattingly said. "I them, could tell no difference in my quack treatments or drugs rob the paLedger & Times
memory,and then got to wondering if tient of the one eletnent that might
(USPS 30147001
the pills were even safe, as I didn't have saved his or her life, and that is Publisher
Walter L. Apperson
purchase them in a pharmacy. I modern medical treatment in a Editor
R Gene
had been killed in Vietnam fighting decided that I would write to the com- reputable hospital or clinic.
Times
li
a==
&
The Murray Ledger
etternoon except Sundays. July 4,
the week before, the highest weekly pany that makes them, but when I
Don't ever buy medicines from so- every
Cbristmu Day, New Years Day and 7bankagiir,
toll in nearly 10 months.
looked at the bottle, there is no meone who comes to your door. This I by Murray Newepapers, Inc., ION.4th IL,
Five years ago: Presidential can- manufacturers name on it anywhere. is as potentially dangerous as taking Murray,Ky.am.Seated Clues Postage Paid at
Ky.CIMI.
didate Jimmy Carter apologized for I paid for them with cash, and the another person's prescription drugs to Murray,
SUBSCRIPTION RAM: In arose served by
carriers,
Mit per month, payable in advance.
using the term ,"ethnic purity" in his young man gave me no,receipt. I am see if they help you. You never know
mallla Celloway cooky and to Beaten, Herpledge to defend the stability of really suspicious now, and feel that I what you are getting and what the By
Mu,Mayfield,Sedalia and Farmington.EY,and
este blished-1.4ighborhoods.
have b1 talttn! Her* can people-1W possible side effects and hazards to Paris, %chums sad Peeper, Tn., 04.211 per
pie
One year ago: Iranian leaders con- by with doing such underhanded and you that might be involved in taking year. By mid to ether destbutiows,
year.
ceded that a new round of U.S. Sanc- outrageous things such as taking ad- them.
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
tions stemming from the hostage vantage of an elderly woman? I have
Play it safe, and consult your doctor Association and Southern Newspaper Pabilehers
Associadon.
situation could force them to declare a really been concerned about My or clinic about any medical problems
The Aseodated Press is ezeiwilvely entitled to
national emergency.
memory for several years, and you may be having. Do not be embar- rumba& load mews originated by The Mara
Today's birthdays: Former First thought that I had finally discovered rassed to tell your doctor that you are Ledger&Thus as well as altetbsr AP au&
IELEPIIIDNE NUMBERS
lady Betty Ford is 63. Former Rhode- help for it. K.W.
concerned with a loss of memory. Bubo'Olace
IWO
741414$
sian Prime Minister Ian Smith is 62.
ANSWER: Unfortunately, you are Loss of memory can be a symptom of Classified Advertlabig
Retail(Day)Advertising
TIS-M19
Thought for today: An honest man not alone. Quackery in drugs has been several other problems,end in some Circulation
MUM
is the noblest work of Crod. --- Alex- around as long as this country has cases, can be helped through compe- News and Sports Dept
IMAM
ander Pope,English poet( 1688-1744) been here - remember the traveling tent treatment by a physician.

to 17.ordes

Kentucky Clogeup

Telephone Lines

30 Years Ago

EARTUN

Bible Thought

Meierray
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Officials
To See If Panda Can
. 'Bear'Each Other
. . . ,. . _.,. ,._ ,.
4 104101
,
116080Peara.,-likt-, _AW44606:44siteniipatiohx. XIVEAsi9g-Hsinvulked '.Then he.,,spent-an hour and
By ANN BLACKMAN' "-‘Iftiltalie.
.,. • ,...
91 .4
Associated Press Writer . trees and cherry blossoms, last wring, Hsing-Hsing was in his cage, banned om the' a half ItAilk-ale the gate, but
Chia-Chia got a first glimpse embarrassed ,once again: yard for fear that he would
she wouldn't come near it
WASHINGTON (AP) — It of his new girlfriend Tues- panda specialists determingo into a jealous rage, Chia- again."
wasn't exactly love at first day, keeping,one eye on the ed he had a low sperm count.
Chia and Ling-Ling were inThroughout the morning,
sight.
gate that separated them —
So last month,zoo officials troduced.
...
Chia-Chia kept gazing at
Ling-Ling, the giant panda and one paw.rin his bamboo. imported Chia-Chia, an 8Their first, . tentative Ling-Ling,strolling away onstill awaiting motherhood,
Ling-Ling tended her own year-old, 245-pound male, glances at each'other were
ly when he wanted a drink.
played hard to get, while garden, nibbling dandelions fromLondon. -Re" took up through a wire fence. Zoo of.Chia-Chia, her imported and flirting occasionally,
residence in the half-million- ficiaLvsay they will open the wre
lAn
ckg,-Ling
etien•
was
refele
usg to
lover, gaped and growled at
For eight years, . officials dollar panda palace where gate next month when ioingreturn home to eat.
his intended.
"at the National Zoo have Ling-Ling and Hsing-Hsing Ling comes into heat.
barked, Zookeepers had to pitch an
It was, after all,. only the hoped that Ling-Ling would had been living since.
"They growledand
into the
first meeting of thoiltWo giant bectnne pregnant. Btit Richard M. Nixon
brought at each other and then Ling- aya
rm
. ' 1)13
rdfili
forohferbamb
pandas, brought together in
after season, her them from China in 1972.
Ling • ran off," said Sara
-Hopefully, they'll - Show
hopes.that.they will find each partner Hsing-Hsing didn't
Now the question "Will Iverson, a zoo researcher (more)interest in each other
-other compatible enough to do what was expected of- they or won't they?" echos
who was keeping a diary on when she goes into heat next
have a baby.
him. After a failed attempt "across the Atlantic.
the pandas' movements. month." Ms. Iverson said.

"But it's hard to predict. For
now, were just hoping
they'll show some interest
through the gate."
If mating occurs, the baby
wild be born in 512 months .
anl wpaki weigh about_ 4 •
ounces, the size of a - 'ck of
utter. Only 13 pan.:s ive,
outside their native China •
and only one panda has-been
bred in captivityin the West.
One was born last year in
Mexico City tut was accidentally sniothered to
_death nine_ days later by the
mother.

ARTIST IN TOWN — Artist Manabu Saito is in Murray
to help with the promotion of his print,"Red Tulip."

Watercolor Artist
Saito In Murray To
Promote'Red Tulip'
Watercolor artist Manabu working on a series of North
Saito took an .interest in American wild flower painplants and has made them tings for Western Publishing
Co. The book will contain
his primary work.
In fact, prints of Saito:s about 1,600 paintings, Saito
painting,"Red T lip," are to said.
When working on a painbe sold' at th
Murray
ting, Saito likes to have the
Woman's Clubhous . ,
A native of Toyko, Japan, plant in front of him. The clifSaito began his career as an ficulty of finding some of the
. industrial designer and wild flowers has slowed the
------rantargry-tehhy.-A-lways—earies down. He--started -in
interested in art, Saito 1974 and is two-thirds done.
became an industrial .' When specimens are not
engineer because "it corn- -available, Saito uses photos.
bined art and engineering." Saito makes several
In 1970, he made his art a preliminary sketches prior
to the painting.
full-time job.
Painting takes up about 10
Saito chose watercolors
because "to .me, it is the months of the year. Saito
easiest and quickest way to spends one month vacationing and one, promoting his
paint."
A Frame House Gallery works for the Frame House
,
artist, Saito currently is Gallery.

SUPER MARKET
low Overhead Means Low Prices"

We Gladly
Accept Feed Stamps
We Reserve The Right
- To Limit 06:;7tities

Margarine

Nemo Owned & Operated
i Now Store News 7 e.m.4 p.m.

'1151

Libby's Tomato

hice

8 Bottle
Carton
A with
\ Bottles
or Deposit

Lynn Grove Grade A Large

Bird Penetrates.Plane
Windshield; One Killed
CINCINNATI (AP)
Lear jet officials are surprised a bird could penetrate the
windshield of one of their
planes and have dispatched
an inspection , team to
Lunken Airport, where one
man was killed and another
injured in an apparent birdplane collision.
"This is a very, very
unusual incident," said Jim
Greenwood, manager of
Combs-Gates Lear Co. in
Wichita, Kan., on Tuesday
evening. "There is no other
incident of this kind in my

`kar

LIFE
INSURANCE
* Money for Education
* Money for Retirement
* Money for Protection
MOOG ALLGOOD, D.A.
1901 A. Wershvired
lionsy.Iy. 42511
, 753.9762

memory."
Matthew Berk, section
chief for the Federal Aviation Agency, said a co-pilot
was killed and the pilot
hospitalized Tuesday when a
bird, believed to be a
mallard duck, crashed
through the windshield
shortly after takeoff from
the airport.
Kent Woodworth, 35, of
Wichita, died. He suffered
massive head injuries and
cuts, paramedics said. Jim
Grieshaber, 23, of Harper
Woods, Mich., was
hospitalized with severe cuts
on his arms.
The FAA and the National
Transportation and Safety
Board were investigating the
noontime accident.
Berk, chief of the FAA's
air worthiness section, said
the pilot told him the plane
was climbing at about 3,000
feet when the bird crashed
through the windshield.
Grieshaber immediately
landed the plane.
The plane, owned by Executive Aviation Co. of
Detroit, was en route back to
the airport after dropping off
cargo in Cincinnati, police
Sgt. Paul Giblin said.
Ducks are common at the
airport, located on the east
side of the city near the Littie Miami and Ohio rivers.
The area, which has
backwater,is a nesting place
for the birds.

8 Oz. Savo 26'
Bakers Angel Rake

Coconut

Fraternal Ll. Insurance
Horne ettice • Rock Island ni.nolS

Van Camp Beads
e

Weenies

Le

14 Oz.las
goos•Pure Choc

12.z.
Heinz Sweet Cuevasber

Slices
Save 20 16 Oz.

1.1E11,12

Sweet
Pickles

Hyde Park Spiced

Peaches
2!Oz. Con Save 28'

PLANDEASEVOTESUPPORTFOR

MODERN WOODM EN
OF AMERICA

With $10.00 Or More Porches.I:chiding
Dairy & Tobacco Prodects or Drinks Om Special

Plorices Geed 4-8 Titre 4-14

PRODUCE

Ground Beef

FROZEN FOODS

LIAUSRHIECREIWILSON
F
EXPERIENCED, IMPARTIAL, COURTEOUS
AT YOUR SERVICE

89C
12.z.

i0 oz. hag

Stew Veg.
FishSeas
Sticks

Pork Chops

79c

79C
20 oz.

Frosty

soi.69c

Med Slab

Wieners

Bacon

99!

.
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YACC Provides
Opportunity To
Discover Job Skills
Young Adult Conservation
Corps is an opportunity for
young persons to discover
various job skills so they can
be taken off federal subsidies and placed in private
employment..
According to Jim Yaple,
director of the corps at
Kenlake State Park, the
program
year-around
employs "able-bodied" persons ages 16-23 while they
are tested for further job
placement.
The program, included in
Title 8of the CETA program,
Mote x..r
is offered through Mirray
Young Adult Conservation Corp workers built a playground in the picnic area State University's West Kenear the Kenlake Tennis Center.
tucky Youth Skills and
Training Center which
receivi-s its money through
the -Kentucky State Employment and Training Council,
Yaple said. The center is
under the direction of John
E. Bailey.
The state is funded for the
progrim by the federal
departments of interior and
agriculture, Yaple added.
Kenlake is funded for 10
people, Yaple said. They
currently employ six males
and three females,he added.
While employed in the program, persons work from 7
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday. They
basically perform conservation jobs, including
clearing brush, making
paths and other necessities
around the park, Yaple said.
Kathy O'Brien and Paula Gordon are involved with
A list of work projects is
the growing of flowers and plants in the greenhouse developed each year by
'Staple atid- park superinteaconsinitred by the-y-Acc: Vie-plants rvi11 be used
dent Dan Glass.
the park summer beautification program.
Several of the spring
,assignments have focused on
shoreline stalization activities in Kentucky and
Barkley Lakes. They currently are working with Bill
McLemore of the Kentucky
Department for Fish and
Wildlife to plant 1,000
cypress trees along the
shoreline of Jonathan Creek.,,
Interest evaluations to,
determine possible job
placement are given to the
employees during their oneyear tenure, Yaple said.
Yaple said employees remain longer in jobs in which
they have an interest.
Also, they are exposed to
the work element and
various types of job situations.
Work recruiters are invited
to talk to the
Trees along the golf course have been cut for bug
0,
employees,
Yaple said.
view
control and for an open
of the golf course. Brush
The piiograni," Started in
from the tree tops will be used to build spawning
June 1979, even helps some
grounds along the Kentucky Lake shoreline within the
employees earn their GEDs,
park perimeter.
Yaple said.
Persons interested in applying for the program need
to fill out an application at
the Department for Human
Resources—Bureau of Manpower Services office in
Murray. Applicants are
screened to determine CETA
eligibility and then placed on
an existing waiting list until
an opening becomes
available.
•

.

Sebree City
Attorney Resigns
SPeCial
Thru April 19, 1981

• Crispy Fish
• 2 Tasty Shrimp
• 2 Tender ScaHops
• Fresh Cole Slaw
• Crunchy Hushpuppies
• Golden Fryes
1911 LJS

cLongYohnSi1verj®
SEAFOOD SHOPPES

SEBREE, Ky. (AP) —
Sebree City Attorney Sandra
Freeburger has resigned at
the request of Mayor Fred
Creasey.
Ms. Freeburger, who has
served as city attorney since
April 1978, also tias been a
District Court trial commissioner since April 1979.
Creasy said he requested
that she resign' on the
grounds that the state constitution forbids serving in a
city and state office at the
same time.
Ms. Freeburger had questioned the legality of council
action on equipment contracts at a meeting last week
called for payment of bills
and Claims, and,Crestsy said
council members said they
wanted a new city attorney.

- 6 Ft. Picnic Table
W/Benches
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Student Exhibitioh To Start April 17
The annual Juried Student
Exhibition wilt. be held for
three weelui at the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, fourth flitor
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Building at Murray State
University, beginning at
p.m.Friday, April 17.
Sponsored
by the

Organization for Murray Art
Students, the show will
feature various works of
Murray State art students.
There will be jazz music and
refreshments will be served.
Students may submit as
many entries as they wish.
Two lurors. who are

natiohally-known artists,
will evaluate all entries and
select works to be Placed in
the show.
The jurors are William
Morningstar, whose specialty is sculpture, and Darryl
Holbrook, a teacher at
Eastern Kentucky Universi-

GET MORE
YEAR 'ROUND LAWN CARE WITH
A VERSATILE SNAPPER! \

1. An outdoor vacuum which picks
up leaves and litter, and packs
them into a large grass catcher;
and with optional accessories:
2. A mulching mower which turns
cuttings into lawn food and you
don't have to rake or empty the bag.
3. A leaf shredder so you cAn go
over four times as far without emptying the bag.
4. A grass catcher which will quickly
and easily empty cuttings directly
into disposable plastic bags.
Before you buy a mower,compare the quality and performance
features of a SNAPPER. You'll
find SNAPPER is worth more
because it does more. And its
price is competitive with other
quality mowers.

cy, whose specialty is drawing and painting.
Two types of awards,
Merit Award and Purchase
Award, will be awarded. The
Merit Award is an amount of
Money awarded to the student artist as an
acknowledgement of good
work. If a company or a
business donated $100, $25
could be given to four artists,
$50 could be given to two arti-Sts, etc.
A Purchase Award is an
amount of money put forth to
purchase a piece of art from
the student artist to be added
to the gallery's permanent
collection, or the piece of art
can be taken by the buyer.
The show is completely
handled by art students. This
is to make the show an invaluable experience to each
student. The students are
responsible for the
transportation of professional artists to jury the
show, installation of the
show in the gallery, an opening night reception, publicity
and show awards.
Companies or businesses
which would like to give a
purchase or merit award
should send a check filled out
to OMAS.
The •show runs through
May 6. Gallery hours are 8
a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday
through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.Saturday and 1 p.m. to 4
Sunday.

WINCHESTER, Ky. AP)
An experimental .cattle,
sale method,-apparently the :•:•:•i*i:
first in Kentucky, was tried
Monday night Clark County
with 1,000 head sold in 20
minutes.
The so-called board sale of
feeder cattle amounted to a
paper transaction.
County Farm Agent Paul
Deaton said the method had
• advantages to the seller and
buyer because it enabled the
transfer to be made on the
farm without transporting
the cattle to livestock
markets.
7-

Shop The No Frills Way and Compare! See Why We Can
Say we Have The Lowest Prices in Town 1

T-Mart

DISCOUNT
FOODS

Cash & Food Stamps
SoH y -No-Checks—

In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center ,.Accepted

Prairie Farm
Whole

Milk

$225
1 gal.

Hours
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.
Good
Wed.
thru Sun.

KRAY, Ky.. LEDGER & TIMES,Wedaesday,April 5, 1u51
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Storey's
FCICIE3
GIANT

Don't Worry
Murray...
Storey's Food Giant
Will Not Be
T D8 Undersold!

WONDER
COUNTRY STYLE

LYNN GROVE
GRADE A LARGE

•

EGGS
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO S. DAIRY PRODUCTS

BLUE BARN

"
,FIxitH I

1110.1111111•55141.1411111.1

KEEBLER SALTINE

BOX

TEA BAGS

79

mama Bans

8 PK
16 OZ
PLUS
DEPOSIT

69

4/ 11

NOT,SMOKE,REG.

S
PAPERSTOWELS

3 OZ

Super Inflation
Fighter

SUPER INFLATION
FINER

Super Inflation
Fighter

Super Inflation
Fighter

Kelly's

Honnel

Hungry Jock Instant

Chili

Beef Tamales

With Beans

694

NO COUPONS
NO LIMIT

JACK hilitKERAL
„oz 594

INSTANT TEA uPtio'
$239

69

IS Oz.754

Potatoes
$'I 09

1S Oz.

160z.

NO COUPONS
NO LIMIT

NO COUPONS

Kroft
100 Island

Dressing
Oz.

754

NO COUPONS
NO LIMIT

Compare These Everyday
Low Shelf Prices

Super Inflation
Figher
Paramount
Dill or Kosher

Liqoid
Laundry Det.

$219
640z.

110

NO COUPONS
NO LIMIT

•

Pickles
$1 09

32.z.

NO COUPONS
NO LIMIT

Super Inflation
Figher
. Busks
Corn Snacks

794

7 Oz.

NO COUPONS
40 LIMIT

Super Inflation
Fighter
New Seven Seas
Buttermilk

Dressing
16oz.

$1
19
O

NO COUPON
* 'NO LIMIT

Register At Storey's

CRISCO

SHORTENING

$219

3 LB.

BOUNTY

PAPER TOWELS

JUMBO89

SCOT FARM

BISCUITS
-

Super Inflation
Figher
Solo

4
.12 PL. 120Z 9
9

"'"Trur

LIPTON

JUMBO ROLL

1
4
9
HOT COCOA MIX

4

200 CT.

1•Ilimr. ave..

80Z. 3/$

CARNATION
MILK CHOCOLATE

69'

OPEN

18 OZ.

300 SIZE

LIMIT TWO PLEASE

KLEENEX
FACIAIIISSUF

BBQ SAUCE

HOMINY

YOGURT

RC OR DIET RITE
Plytc
,COLA

100
BAGS
PKG.
OPEN PIT

-

CRACKERS
4'
1 LB.
Lipton'

BUSH'S

OF •

""
I

59

1 LB. QTRS.

Operated

24 OZ. LOAF

MARGARINE

25 LB. BAG

Home Owned

MILK

DOG FOOD

$389

Limit Rights
Reserved

FOOD GIANT

BREAD

. I I al tr I

Store
Hours
8 A.M. To 11 P.M.
Every Day

1••

13

DOZ.

U.S. Gov't
Food Stomps

PRICES

enter

o in

w

We Accept

$109

6 PK.

KRAFT

VELVEETA

$289

Mtirray Ledger & Times

KRAFT

MIRACLE WHIP

32 OZ.$1 35

AMILY

SUNFLOWER

CORN MEAL

B $1 35
$'L-.

AULXWELl HOUSE INSTANT

COFFEE

10 oz.$429
PLUS MANY MANY MORE

The

S
-0•‘s NFEST

Holm of

DISNEY
.WORLD

•
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*Giant Inflation Fighters
*Weekl Coupons

*Choice Meats
*Fresh Produce

PORK CHOPS

GRADE A
WHOLE

•

FRYERS
GROUND
BEEF

0•44-1-SLICED FREE

PORK LOINS
47
:4

,.•

r

CHICKASAW

USDA 'CHOICE
BONELESS CHUCK

4

BACON

ROAST

,

•-•

?

GROUND

CENTER CUT
$1 69
LB
II

USDA CHOICE BONELESS SWISS

STEAK

PORK CHOPS

$ II
LB.
O

LB $1 99 PORK RIBS

$

LB.

49

1 19

•$
1 2 OZ.

BOLOGNA

L.

COUNTRY STYLE

USDA C.11010E BONELESS SIRLOIN TIP

STEAK

REELFOOT

19

END ROAST

19
LB.$1

HAM

3 LB.

99; STEAKS
CATFISH

CAMPFIRE

FRANKS

12 OZ

WILLIAMS

PORK LOIN

ARMOUR CANNED

59

$139
LB

HILLSHIRE SMOKE

PORK SAUSAGE

L..$1 59 SAUSAGE

LB.

$19
9
II

PRODUCE
SAVINGS
PLANTS 8t FLOWE
SETS

594

CARROTS 1 LB 3/
—
1_
YELLOW CORN
3/994
SUNKIST LEMONS
10/994
LEAF LETTUCE Le. 794

PEAT MOSS
40 LB. bog $279

GIANT DELI SAVINGS
PIMENTO CHEESE
PEPPER LOAF

Last Week's Name
Wilma Byer liardin, Ky.
Card Not Punched

HAM at CHEESE

I

AZALEA SHRUBS
EACH $499

GIANT BAKERY SAVINGS

89' ITALIAN BREAD 79'
L. $2°5
wilmINER ROLLS 89
994. SPICE BALLS....3/99'
IN STORE BAKED

IA

LB

MSU Wins, 7-2, s
In OVC Match
RICHMOND, Ky. - The tion,however."
Murray will host Southern
Murray. State tennis team
won an important Ohio Illinois-Carbondale in a'2:30
Valley Conference match, 7- p.m. match Friday.
2, at Eastern Kentucky
MSU 7,Eastern 2
yesterday.
Singles Results - Mats Ljungman
Todd Wise, 5-7, 74, 6-1; Terje
The win was the Raters' def.
Persson def. Todd Clements, 6-2, 64;
fifth in the OVC without a Finn Swarting lost to David
loss and their llth straight of Ghanayem, 74, 6-2; Mike Costigan
def. Mark Ho/stein, 6-4, 6-3; Erik
the season, bringing their Tisthanuner def. John Rowlett, 6-4,6"
Steve Wine def. Jamie Harris,6-2,0overall record to 13-7.'
"This pas a good win for 1, Doubles Results - Perssonus on the road," MSU coach Swarting def. Wise-Holstein, 6-4, 6-3;
Bennie Paten said. "We Ljungman-Costigan def. Don Br/leoClements, 1-6, 6-2, 6-3; Tisthanurier,..
need tcrfind a solution at our Steve Massad lost to Chuck Gibson.
number three doubles posi- Rowlett,6-2,6-2.

Women Defeat
UT-Martin,9-0
The Murray State
women's tennis team ran its
season record to 29-4 yesterday, easily beating .UTMartin,9-0.

,
• ROLLING ALONG AT A METHODICAL PACE - The MSU women's tennis (earn defeated UT-Martin, 9-0,
yesterday for its 29th win of the year against just four losses. Jorunn Lid (left) is shown winning her singles match while the number one doubles team of April Horning(striking ball, above)and Fran Spencer won easily.
Staff Photos By David Hibbitts

All nine matches were won
by Murray in straight sets,
with only one going to a
tiebreaker.

Breds Find Other Wigs To Score Runs

Pinch-hitter Scheer Deliverslying,Winnin
CA,HBONENtal40.--41k'..
FInding its usual stream of
home runs_cut short by a 313
mile an hour wind, the Murray.State baseball team took
advantage of Southern IIlinoi4 walks and errors to
win,7-5, yesterday.
The win, - which brought
Murray's season record to
20-12,, gave MSU coach
Johnny Reagan -his- -13ttr
straigh.t ,20-win season and
the 16th of his career.
The day of opportunity
began in the first inning
when Scott Peck led off with
a single. With one out, SIU

piteheriTOD?esttifield-wk•-•
ed MSU batters Darrell
White, Ronnie Scheer and
Gary Blaine to produce the
first run.
Murray continued to
capitalize on whatever it
could muster as Lee Hutson's groundout to shortstop
scored another run and Carrell Boyd's groundout was
misplayed at -third-base -ta
bring in the final run of the
inning.
The Thoroughbreds pushed their lead to 4-0 with
another run in the fourth inning when Scott Peck led off

'-geVeittriffitlfit-Yfitrlitiltl-INTariaire-Uraloss while
nrrWtnT 11i:hi-the garna-atOttit
Southern Illinois had the Southern Illinois without a Shively struck out four bat-'
walk and scored on Clay
bases loaded and nobody out run on two hits and just one ters. and walked seven durBoone's ensuing double..
For the next four innings, in the fifth when Mike walk the Breds came back mg his stint.
MSO....300 1 0 0 0 3 0- 7 8 5
however, it was Southern II- Blumhorst rapped the ball in the eighth.
0 0 0 1 2 11 0 0- 5 10 4
The inning began for Mur- SIU
linois that picked up the down in front of home plate.
Randy Shively, Kevin Self (7) and,
led
off
with
when
Hutson
ray
runs, scattering five through As the ball shot up with a
Jeff Oakley; Tom Caulfield, David
each of those innings and high bounce, Oakley got a walk and was moved to Youngblood (4 ), Paul Evans (8) and
Joe Richardson. 28 - Clay Boone
taking the lead at 5-4 on a position to field it,step on the third base on a double by (M), Carrell Boyd ( M I. HR - Bobby
single
by
pinch-hit
Boyd.
A
for
Doerrer (SI).
solo home run by Bobby plate and fire to first base
David Scheer scored both
Doerrer in the seventh inn- the double play.
The play-prevented SHY-s runners-as Scheer-moved la- ing.
During the Salukis' rally, two-run inning from taking second on an error by the
however, MSU catcher Jeff Murray out of the game com- SIU left fielder.
Scheer then scored an inOakley made the play that pletely.
After Kevin Self had surance run on Oakley's'
ultimately allowed the Breds
to stay in the game and later relieved MSU starting pit- single.
The win was Self's first of
help their final comeback cher Randy Shively in the

4

Licensed For
Commercial 8, Residential

Call 436-2372
Murray, Ky.

Conference letter with Murray, to the national letter
later today.
MSU head coach Ron
Greene and his other assistant, Steve Newton, are in
Sullivan, Missouri, where
they are expected to sign 6-6
-all-state forward Rob
Sanders, the Racers' first
signee to an OVC letter, to
his national letter.
Martin is expected to

Rutherford took advantage of six walks to score
eight of its 11 runs, only two
of which were earned, in the
second inning.
Murray had scored the
lust run, of the game' when
David McMillen walked and
Bruce Taylor singled to

follow in the mold of former field goals during his senior
Robert E. Lee players Ricky season in high school. As a
Hood, who will play_for, Mur-,_„.,two-year starter at Robert
ray next year after. E. Lee, Martin sceCtd a onehigh of 26 points.
transfering and sitting out game
Wiley
season,
and
the past
"He is very much like
Peck, who was one of Peck and Hood," Martin's
Greene's star players at coach Bernard Boyd said. "I
Mississippi State.
believe he will be equal to
both at the college level.
Martin averaged 16 piiints
and 11 rebounds a game
"He is a tremendous
while hitting 54 percent of his talent. He will go to the

centerfield, with the runners ror,stealing second, going to
advancing to second and third on a passed ball and
third base. McMillen then scoring on a groundout by
scored on sacrifice by Tony McMillen, Herndon unloadHerndon.
ed a long home run for,a 2-0
"We left seven runners on lead.
base and could not get a hit
In the third inning, Murray
when we needed it," Miller came back with three more
said. "Their pitcher I Keviii, runs when McMillen got hit
Cutshaw ) did as good a job by a pitch, Herndon singled
as any I have seen. He had .and Taylor reached base on
an outstanding curve ball."
an error.
In the second game, the , David McCuiston walked
runs came more quickly and to score the first run of the
easiV for Murray as they inning before drawing a wild
charged ahead by a 10-0 pickoff attempt at first,
score through the fourth inn- allowing McMillen and
ing before holding on for the Taylor to score two more.
Murray clinched its sewin.
After Eddie Requarth had cond win against two losses
led off the game for Murray by scoring five runs in the
by reaching base on an er- fourth inning. The Tigers

Thoonew basketball coach
compiled a 2l1'123 record in

12 years at Alabama before
leaving-to become assistant
commissioner for
the
Southeastern Conference
last year.
During his tenure at
Alabama, Newton, 51, led
the Crimson - Tide to SEC
titles in 1974, 1975 and 1976,
two (rips to the NCAA
playoffs and four bids to the
National Invitation Tournament.
Newton, who played for
the late Adolph Rupp at the
UnIversity of Kentucky, said
Rupp "taught me to always
be myself.
I never thought it
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boards, is a good medium
"ange shooter and has excellent quickness for his
size."
Greene also believed he
had landed a future star for
Murray.
"We have found a prize
prospect in Vada Martini"
'Greene said. "He has all the
ingredients to be a fine college player."

SIM)

Fan clutches
0.3/ay manufactured
fan clutch for most
domestic cars

Master cylinder
Remanulactured tor most
domestic cars Price
vviM erchange

Hi Jackers
An amaditistable shock by
Gabriel that handles up to
I 000 Ms of e.tri
qht

began the inning with singles
by Darren Hooper and Vic
Marshall before using every
means possible to add to
their lead.
Hooper and Marshall advanced on a wild pitch; Requarth and McMillen walked; -Herndon scored a run on
a groundout; Taylor walked
in another; McCuiston was
hit by a pitch and Jon Billington scored the fifth inning
when he reached base on an
error.
Robin Roberts pitched all
seven innings, striking out
seven batters and walking
three. Roberts shut down
Vernon in order in three of
the first four innings.
"This game was a much

improved effort by our
team," Miller said. "It was
good to have had a game
under our belt. We were a lot
more ready for this one.
"Robin pitched a good
game.
"This has been a good
learning experience for us.
We came back today very
determined."
Murray
1 0 0 0 0- 1 4 5
Rutherford
1 8 0 11 -II 5 2
Ronnie Pace, Tony Herndon al,
Darren Hooper (2) and Bruce Taylor;
Kevin Cutshaw and Danny Barnes. 2B
- Randy Guay (111, Kenny Mitchum
(R).3B - Ron Akers R).
2 0 3 5 1 2 0- 13 7 2
Murray
0 0 0 0 2 3 2- 7 6 5
Vernon
Robin Roberts and Bruce Taylor;
Johnny Brock, Kenny Lee 13), Mike
Jackson I 4), Steve Register (4) and
Don Bowers. 78 - many Park (V).
HR - Tony Herndon (M). Randy
Peterson(V ), Min Newson (V).

Front wheel bearings
Super priced front wheel
bearings by LIS for
most domestic cars

ATP foaming engine
dagrastur
One of the clean team
16 oz can [Mut 2

Free handy
Oil spout
with the 4.
purchase
of5quarts
of Motorcraft
10W30 motor oil'

Valvolkt•
transmission fluid
Buy now and save
with Auto Shack
Limit 8 quarts

!Hartwig) polish

RAC contprossor twit

The polish that cleans,
shines and protects
16-oz bottle Limit 2

Lawn mower plug

To check internal condition of rings and valves

Non-resistor lawn mower
spark plug by Champion
Limit 2 11,./ 71440

Former Alabama Coach To Be Associate AD Also

NASHVILLE, Tenn. 1A131
('.M. Newton. former
basketball coach- at
Alabama, is joining the
athletic staff at Vanderbilt
University as coach of the
Commodores and associate
athletic director.
Newton was not in
Nashville when Tuesday's
announcement was made,
but he planned to meet with
repotiOrs'today at Vanderbilt.
He succeeds Richard
Schmidt, 38. -who resigne,t
last week.
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Tigers Show Improvement In 13-7 Win Over Vernon

PANAM. CITY, Fla. :Murray opened its week of
baseball during spring vacation with an 11-1 loss to
Panama Rutherford Monday
before coming back Tuesday
for a 13-7 win over Vernon.
In their win over Vernon,
the Tigers played just as
well as they had struggled. in
the _trip's opening loss, according to coach fary
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Martin First To Sign National Letter
Vada Martin, .a 6-foot-7,
190 pound forward from
Robert E. Lee High School in
Montgomery. Alabama,. has
become the first player to
sign a basketball national
letter of intent with Murray
State.
assistant coach Mike
Dill, who signed Martin this
morning, is also expected to
sign '6-5 Sidney Bolden, who
earlier signed an Ohio Valley
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MSU 9, Martin 0
Singles Results-Fran Spencer def.
Marie Veitch, 6-1, 6-0; April Horning
dig. Julie Vinson, 6-0, 6-3; Jorunn Sid ,
def. Carrie Schwartz, 7-6, 7-5; Cm/a;
Ambrico def. MarianimSharp,6-0,60;
Sherry! Rouse clef. Susan Thrasher, 61, 6-0; Mary McNicholas def. KaUy6
House,6-2,6-2.
Doubles Results -Spencer-Horning r
def. Veitch-Vinson, 6.2. 64; EidAmbrIco def. Schwartz-Isabel Perez,
6-1, 6-0; Rouse-McNicholas def. SharpThrasher,6-1,6-0.
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made much difference what
I say, really. I never tried to
use the news media to try
iikufi hype my team as some
coaches do.
"I just try to be perfectly
honest," he said. "Maybe
that's not colorful, but that's
me,"
College basketball is "in
an era of unbelievable
balance," Newton said.
"I,00k around the conference and you see
everybody has a nice col.
iseum and everybody has
quality coaches. There's a
hunger for good basketball
like we've never seen."
"We are mo,,st pleased that

C.M. has accepted the offer
to join our athletic staff,"
Vanderbilt athletic director
Roy Kramer said Tuesday.
"He brings a combination of
administrative experience
and truly outstanding
coaching ability which will
provide a positive foundation
as we continue to build a
competitive athletic program at Vanderbilt."
,"I would like to congratulate Coach C.M.
Newton on his decision to accept the position , of head
basketball coach at Vanderbilt University," SEC Commissioner Boyd McWhorter
said after the announce-

ment. "I am sure he will fill
this position tvith the same
skill and dedication that has
characterized every other
endeavor he has undertaken."
Schmidt, who led
Louisville, Ky., Ballard to
the 1977 state high school title, guided the Commodores
to a 28-27 record in two
seasons. He resigned after a
stormy 1980-81 season during
which he benched Vanderbilt's two top scorers. He
suspended senior Charles
Davis for two games and
Vanderbilt's all-time career
scoring leader Mike Rhodes
for one.

Headlamps
Be sate not sotry
Superior headlamps
by 05

SOUTHSIDE
SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY

753-8971
7 1 2 LOCUST
PARIS. TN

STREET

644-9588

Wash bucket sat
5-piece set includes
bucket and sponges
Limit 2

Butane ashlars

Battery

keep a spare At Auto
Shack you save big
bucks Limit 3

Replace bad barrel
terminals now and
save at Auto Shack
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Bucks Take Hornecourt From Sixers
By ALEX SACHA FtE
AP Sports Writer
The Milwaukee Bucks
have taken the home-court
advantage away from the
Philadelphia 76ers in their
National Basketball Association playoff series, but they
aren't taking anything for
granted.
"We can't get too ecstatic
about
winning
in
Philadelphia,"
said
Milwaukee forward Marques Johnson, after the
Bucks did just that by a 10999 count Tuesday night to
even their best-of-seven
Eastern 'Conference
semifinal at one victory
apiece. "It's just one game,
and this figures to be a long
series because these are two
very good teams."
Another very good team,
the Boston Celtics, took a 2-0
lead over Chicago in the
other East semifinal by
beating the Bulls 106-97. And
in the West semifinals, both
of which opened Tuesday
night, the Houston Rockets

defeated the San Antonio
Spurs 107-98 and the Phoenix
Suns whipped the Kansas City Kings 102-80.
Milwaukee was led by its
forwards, Johnson &
Johnson. Marques Johnson
scored 22 points, 18 of them
in the second half, and
Mickey Johnson added 20
points, including 14-for-14
from the foul line, where the
Bucks outscored the 76ers 4525.
"They played 48 minutes
of good, consistent basketball and we didn't," said
76ers Coach Billy Cunningham. "We had stretches
of very good basketball but
we couldn't sustain it."
Philadelphia, which was
led by reseree forward Bobby Jones'22 points, was crippled by 26 turnovers
although both teams shot
just 40 percent from the
field.
It was a game of spurts,
and it was the Bucks who
had the decisive one midway
through the fourth quarter,
outscoring Philadelphia 16-4

in a 4:09 span to turn an 87-82
deficit into a 98-91 lead. Four
points by Jones lifted the
76ers within three, but a
three-point play by Bucks
center Bob Lanier with 3:03
left clinched the victory.
Now the series shifts to
Milwaukee, and Marques
Johnson expects the 76ers to
be even tougher the next
time out.
Celtics 1011, Bulls 97
Chicago will'have the
homecourt advantage for its
next two games against
Boston, and Bulls Coach
Jerry Sloan will take any
edge he can get after the way
his team played Tuesday
night.
Chicago didn't get a basket
in the first five minutes,
trailed 32-14 after the first
period, fell behind by 26 in
the second quarter and could
never get out of that hole.
Robert Parish and Nate Archibald led the Celtics with
27 points apiece while Reggie Theus topped Chicago
with 21.
Rockets 107, Spurs 98

Hisle Returns To Old Hitting
Form At .351 And Six HR
By The Associated Press
Larry Hisle has missed
most of the past two seasons
with injuries, but this spring
he's been putting the hurt on
the opposition.
Batting at a .351 clip in exhibition-aames, the
Milwaukee outfielder continued to burn up the Cactus
League Tuesday with three
hits, including a home run,
as the Brewers walloped the
Seattle Mariners 12-4.
Combined with a 4-for-4
four performance Monday,
Hisle's slugging Tuesday
gave him seven straight hits
before he flied out. Overall,
he has hit six homers and
collected 12 RBI this spring.

Hisle had a run-scoring for 11 hits in five innings and
single as the Brewers opened beat the Boston Red Sox 4-3.
with five runs in the first inn- Hal McRae broke a scoreless
ing. Hisle's homer in the se- tie with a third-inning doucond inning was one of four ble, then came home on
hit by the Brewers. Ben Willie Aikens' single as the
Ogilvie, Thad Bosley and Kansas City Royals blanked
Ted Simmons hit the others. -- ioconto Blue Jays 2-0.
Rich Dauer hit a sacrifice
Luis Gomez drove in four
runs as the; Atlanta Braves fly in the first inning and a
pounded the St. Louis Car- basesloaded grounder in the
dinals 11-3. Pinch-hitter seventh for two RBI to lead
Gary Woods' two-run single the Baltimore Orioles past
in the eighth inning capped a the New York Yankees 3-2.
four-run rally that gave the Pitcher Charlie Hough singlHouston Astros a 5-4 victory ed for one run, then scored
over the San Francisco the winner on Bill Stein's
double as the Texas Rangers
Giants. -scored all their runs in the
The Detroit Tigers pound- ninth and beat the Montreal
ed left-hander Frank Tanana Expos 4-3.

Houston, still riding high
after knocking off the defending champion Los Angeles
Lakers, surprised the Spurs
at San Antonio behind 27
points by Moses Malone and
21 by Calvin Murphy.
San Antonio led 27-18 late
in the first quarter, but 15
secondperiod points by Murphy helped Houston to a 62-53
halftime lead and the Spurs
came no closer than six after
that.
The Rockets limited San
Antonio to 42.6 percent
shooting while hitting 50.5
percent themselves.
Suns 102, Kings 80
While San Antonio lost

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

after coming off a nine-day
layoff, Phoenix, which also
received a first-round
playoff bye after winning its
division, won rather handily.
Phoenix pulled away from
a 51-46 halftime lead to an 8760 margin with 8:01 to play
and coasted home. Included
in that surge was a run of 14
consecutive points and
another 8-2 spurt in which all
eight Suns points were
scored by Len "Truck"
Robinson.
Guards -Walter Davis and
Dennis Johnson led Phoenix
with 16 points apiece while
forward Reggie King scored
16 for Kansas City.

Sports In Brief
By The Asiociated Press
TENNIS
HOUSTON i API - Terry Moore
eliminated fourth-seeded Johan Knek
of South Africa, 6-3, 6-4 in the second
round of the $175,000 Houston National
Tennis Cluunpionships.
In other second-round action,
Guillermo Vitas beat Dick Stockton 64,6-i, Harold Solomon scored a 6-1,6-3
victory over Andres Gomez of
Ecuador; Eddie Diblas beat Tony
Giarninalva 14,6-2, 6-3; Jaime Fillol
of Chile topped Pavlo Arrays of Peru
6-4, 6-4; Sammy Gia111111111V8 defeated
Nick Sa visas,74,6-2; Mark Ectmonson
of Australia, beat Ricardo Ycaza of
Ecuador, 6-1, 6-2, and Paul Kronk of
Australia, beat Jose Lopez-Maeso of Spain,44,6-4,74.
NICE, France I
- Yanniek
Noah of France, defeated countryman
Chnstophe Freyss 6-1, 6-2 in a firstround match of the $50,000 Nice Open.

Smith Stays In Custody
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Harold Smith, the bearded
boxing promoter whose true
identity as Ross Fields was
hidden until his arrest on
federal charges, remained in
custody as a judge added
$200,000 state bail to his
$200,000 federal bail.
Smith's attorney, Robert
Michaels, said the second
bail set Tuesday in response
to check forgery charges in
North Carolina made it
unlikely that Smith would be
released from jail immediately. But Michaels expressed confidence Smith's
friends would continue to
stand behind him and pledge
their property as backing for
his release.
Wes set Monday after his
raignment on a passport
falsification charge. Assistant U.S. Attorney Dean
Mlison wants Smith kept in
jail, saying his arrest record
dates back to the 1960s.
Smith, said Allison, is
wanted in three jurisdictions
and is at the center of a continuing grand jury-investigation or an alleged $21.3
million bank fraud involving
Wells Fargo Bank.

In Municipal Court TuesSmith's first $200,000 bail
day, Smith spoke only once
to confirm again that his
true name was Fields and
that he was the fugitive
sought by authorities in
Guilford County, N.C.
Then he stood in stunned
silence as Municipal Judge
Patti Jo McKay disagreed
with Michaels' contention
that the $200,000 bail being
posted on federal charges
would be sufficient to ensure
Smith' appearance for further court proceedings. The
judge also set a hearing for
May 7 on the question of extradition to North Carolina.
As the judge announced
-

_

•

.

_

her decision, Smith, stand* in the jury box, wiped
his forehead with his hand in
apparent exasperation.
Smith had been brought
from the Los Angeles County
Jail to the criminal courts
building late Tuesday for arraignment on the charge of
felony by false pretenses in a
case involving check forgery
in 1975.
Smith's attorney said word
of the out-of-state charges
had come just before attorneys were about to bail
out Smith.
Michaels told reporters
outside court he hoped to be
able to raise the additional
$200,000 in bail today.

Transactions

In other action, Thierry Tulasne of
France, scored a 6-4, 6-2 victory over Jul Hrebec of Czechoslovakia; while
flalazs Taroczy of Hungary, topped
hometown favorite Dominique Bede!
7-5,6-9,6-3.
HILTON HEAD ISLAND;S.C.4API
- Susan Roliinson upset Wendy Turnbull, 6-2, 7-6; while Joyce Portman
stunned Wenn& Madruga 64,74 in the
first round of the $150,000 Family Circle Cup.
In other matches, Susan Mascann
downed Law's Dupont, 6-7. 6-4, 7-5;
Kathleen Horvath beat Rosie Casals,
6-4, 34, 6-2; Nenda Gregory of
Australia upset Virginia Wade,0-0, 7-6.
6-1; Renate Tomanova downed Jeanne
Duvall,24,6-0; Lela Forood beat Marione Blackwood. 6-2, 6-1, Dianne
Frombela beat Kim Jones. 6-3, 6-4;
Yvonne Vennask beat Anne Hobbs, 16, 7-5, 6-3; and Pam Casale beat Diana
Desfor,6-3,6-2.

Baseball Scores
By The Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Tuesday's Games
Detroit 4, Boston 3
Texas 4, Montreal 3
Chicago ( AL)3, Pittsburgh 1
Baltimore 3, New York AL> 2
Kansas City 2. Toronto0
Atlanta 11,St.Louis 3
New York (
S. Jackson (Texas
League)2
Milwaukee 12,Seattle 4
Oakland 9,Cleveland 7
Los Angeles 12,Chicago I NI.)8
Houston 5,San Francisco 4
San Diego SS)7, California 3
San Diego St at San Diego (SS), 10
p.m.
Wednesday's Games
Milwaukee vs. Cleveland at Tucson,
Arts.
Kansas City vs. Boston at Winter
Haven,Fla.
St Louis at U of Alabama.
Birmingham
Atlanta at Florida State
Baltimore at Charlotte (Southern
League >
Thursday's-Game
St. Louis at Little Rock Texas
League
END EXHIBITION SEASON

_

By The Ass,. lined Press
BASEBALL
American League
CALIFORNIA ANGELS Placed
Bryce ICison on the 21-day disabled
list. Designated Chris Knapp, pitcher.
and Bob Davis, catcher. for reassignment_ Optioned Dave Frosj, Mackey
Mahler. Fred Martinez and Steve
Brown, pitchers. IC Salt Lake of the
Pacific Coast League
CHICAGO WHITE SOX- Waived
Ron Pruitt, outfielder, for the purpose
of giving hun his unconditional
release
National League
ST 1.0 U1S CARDIN Al
Annyunced retirement of Steve Busby . pitcher
Signed AM Odell, pitcher, to a 1981
contract. Sent John Martinand Donnie
Moore, pitcher, to Springfield of
Amencan Association Sent George
Frazier. pitcher, Glenn Bruninter
catcher, and Rafael Santana. it.
fielder, to their minor league calLP
r'assignment.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
LOS ANGELES RAMS Trade,:
their No 1 draft choice in 1980 the 20th
overall > and additional considerations
to Washington for the Redskins' No I
draft choice in 1980 f the ninth overall i
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS- Named
Jack Teele an assistant to the team
president
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
HARTFORD WHALERS Named
John Cunniff assistant coach
COLLEGE
COLORADO-Named Randy E
cker an assistant basketball coach
ILLINOIS-Signed Lou Henson,
head basketball coach, to a new fiveyear contract.
NORTHERN ILLINOIS- Announced the resignation of Orville Keistem
men's tennis and swunnung coach.
Named Carl Neufeld, tennis coach
SEATTLE U.-Named Len Nardone
head basketball coach and associate
director of athletics.
VANDERBILT-Named
M
Newton head basketball coach and
associate athletic director.
WESTERN MICHIGAN -Named
Thomas Wonderling athletic director
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Bent Grass To Make Greens Faster

Mild Controversy Surrounds Masters
By BOB GREEN
- AP Golf Writer
AUGUSTA, Ga.(AP) — A
mild controversy involving
grass — the kind you walk on
or, in this case, putt on —
surrounds the start of the
45th Masters.
The greens on the famed
Augusta National Golf Club
course, site of the event that
begins a 72-hole chase
_Thursday, have been chang-

ed to bent grass.
It's generally considered
to provide a faster putting
surface than the old mixture
of rye and Bermuda.
The players' reaction has
ranged from the dark mutterings of older competitors
about trifling with tradition
— so important a part of this
event — to predictions that
the greens will be "fast,
bumpy and brown" to the

ever-bright outlook of Gary
Player that in "a year of so
they'll be better than ever."
Some players complained
Tuesday that the greens
were slower then expected.
"They're fast enough they
automatically eliminate half
the field," said another
former winner, George Archer.
"Bumpy," said Tom WatSon, who---Won this event in

21Piece
Shrimp Dinner
$369

We give you 21 plump, tender Gulf
shrimp, lightly breaded and fried to a crispy
golden brown. And we serve our 21-Piece
Shrimp Dinner with French fries, fresh cole
slaw and a roll.
Offer expires: April 19, 1981

One of Jerry's Best

Jeti

1/5
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NISTAUNANTS
Soulh 12th St. Murray, Ky.

•

1977, the season in which he
won the first of four consecutive Player of the Year
awards,

TIEMPO
=RADIAL

At least one effect already
As evident.
The change makes even
more unclear the already
obscure picture of the likely
favorites in the chase for
golf's most famous piece of
clothing, the green* jacket that goes to the winner.
At least two dozen men in
the elite international, invitational field of 83 — 66
pros and 6 amateurs from
the United States, 10 pros
and one amateur from the
foreign ranks — appear to
have a good chance on the
7,040 yards of flowered, rolling hills that make up one of
the world's most beautiful
courses.
Most attention centers on
Ray Floyd, Johnny Miller
and Bruce Lietzke, each a
two-time winner this season.
There's Watson, the
outstanding player in the
game for the last four years;
two-time U.S. Open winner
Hale Irwin, one of the
world's most respected
players and obviously
reaching a peak of performance; Ben Crenshaw,
whose game would seem to
be ideally suited to the
course; massive Andy Bean,
capable of hot streaks that
make him virtually
unbeatable.
There's Texans Tom Kite
and Bill Rogers, each a recent winner and each moving into his golfing maturity.
There's Lee Trevino, that
master craftsman who last
year established the lowest
scoring average in 20 years
of PGA Tour activity.
There's the foreign field.
three-time Masters winner
Player; former PGA champ
David Graham of Australia;
Isao Aoki,the little Japanese
who was runnerup in the 1980
U.S. Open, and the troubled
defending champion Seve
Ballesteros of Spain, in a
continuing dispute with the
European Tournament
Players over appearance
money.

But the man most watched
by press, public and other
players is Jack Nicklaus. the
mighty Golden Bear, the
man who has won more
Masters, more majors than
anyone else.

Sun Tire...
Rain Tire...One
Tire That Does
It All!

595
I. '

Size P155 80R13 btackwall
Plus $1.51 Iii No trade nowdecl

• All season traction
Also
Fits

Size

- P165/80R 14 blackwall
P195/75R14 blackwall
P185/80R13 whitewall
P205/75R14 whitewall
P225/75R14 whitewall
P195/75R15 whitewall

BR78 14
ER78 14
185-13
FR78 14
HR78 14
ER78 15
P215/75R15 whitewall GR78-15
P235/75Fi15 whitewall LR78 15

PRICE
$55.15
$67.25
$61.30
$73.55
$78.40
$71.85
$7.7.35
$85.65

Plus FET
per tire
No trade
needed.

$1 76
$223
$195
$2 34
$2.62
$246
$262
$295

with over 10,0(X)
biting edges
• Helps protect sick
walls with a scuff nb
that works
- The original all
season radial...
only from Goodyear

Sale
Ends
Saturday

RAIN CHECK- If we sell out of your Nile we will issue
you a rain check. assuring future delivery at the
advertised price
4imm=mommm
MAINTAIN STOPPING DISTANCE

PROLONG TIRE LIFE. 160051 MPG

Brake Service— Your Choice

Front-End Alignment

2-WHEEL FRONT DISC: Install
new front brake pads and grease seals
• Resurface front rotors • Repack
front wheel bearings • Inspect calipers
and hydraulic system • Add fluid &
Additional parts
road test car (Does not include rear
and services
wheels).
extra if needed.
OR
4-WHEEL DRUM: Install new brake lining. all 4 wheels • New
front grease seals • Resurface drums • Repack front wheel bearings
• Inspect hydraulic system • Add fluid & road test car • Most
t S cars, some imports.

Just Say
`Chttrr It'

Parts and
additional services
extra H needed.

• Inspect all four tires • Correct
air pressure Set front wheel amber,caster, and toe to proper alignment • Inspect suspension and
steering systems • U.S.car', and
imports with adjustable suspensions. Includes front-wheel drive
Chevettes,trucks. and cars requiring MacPherson Strut c orrection
extra.

#.0017.1, I.

Goodyear

Revolving

Charge Account

Use any of these other ways to buy: MasterCard • Visa
American Express Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash

•

OODIVEAlit
Service Store
7:30 a.m.- 6:00 p.m. Mon.4at.
S. 12th

7S3-0S9S

•
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Malted Milk
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Eggs

HIGHWAY 641—MURRAY, KY.
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Easter Baskets
Filled with delicious
candy & Toys

Nice Selection
Discount Prices
Many other Easter
Candies
Milk Chocolate bunnies, chicks,
eggs and more
Shop While Selection is Good

poor imam,
Night of
Olay
Beauty Cream

Reg. $13.99-$15.99
Reduced

Wranglers,
Hands-Off,
Zacori
Sizes 29-50

OCAY

Our Entire Stock
Reduced

Off Each Pair
Reg. $16.99 & Up Reduced

$339

Off Each Pair

Sale

Dry Idea

-Buy one at regulat.
price, get one of
equal value or less for
'

Roll-On
Anti-Perspirant

Pain Relieving
Antiseptic
1 Oz.

Regular or Unscented
1.5 Oz.

Sizes 4-7, 8-18

1 29

$

Shower
Cutiain
And Hook Set

Bamboo Owl
Wind Chime

'tepOitta
Mouthwash and'Gargle

$188

19" Long
a Popular Favorite
No. 49026

so,e79'
Natural Hold, Super Hold
12 Oz. Aerosol Can

Only

Large Choice Of
Patterns & Colors

Presto
Fry Daddy
Electric
Deep Fryer

Ladies

Panties
Bikini &
Hip Hugger

fries 4 generous servings in cups of oil, fast, fully automatic, with
snap onlid that lets you store oil for reuse No. FDfl
4
r

Only

Dial
Soap

66

Solid & Pattern
S-M-L 8-9-10

White or Gold
Bath Size

Girl's

Leotards
$199
Girls Tights
$1 99

Choice Of Dog or Cat Collor

Only

Soft, Medium, or
Hard Bristles

Only

Pink, red, It. Blue,
Navy
•

Hypo-Allergenic,
Assorted Frairances
3.25 oz. Bafs*7
:
.

Sizes 4-6X, 7-10, 12-14

Tucker
Plastic
Tumblers

Deeptan
The Magic Formula For
A Magic Tan
Suntan Oil 10 Oz.
Sun Tan Cream 10 Oz.
Sale Your Choice

—
Sale

Assorted Colors,
30 Or: Tumblers

Bufferin
Pain
Tablets

Realemon
Reconstituted
Lemon Juice

$1 89
100% Woven
Texturized
. Dacron Polyester

Sal. Your Choke
• IMINIMIMM
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•
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-Uncle Jeff's has the'•"••••••• w
largest selection under
one roof... Everything at -

I II •• a 11_11_11_10 IN
Pr

Shop Uncle Jeff's for hardware,
paint, automotive, plumbing,
electrical, sporting goods,
health and beauty aids,
housewares, clothing, shoes
toys, camera equipment and th(
lowest priced discount pharmacl

SUPER SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S HARDWARE DEPT.
Check
Uncle
Jeff's
For All
Your
Painting Needs

Solid

Zi
Swings
I)t
(r

Complete with Hardware
51 $2799

4'25

Turf
Champ
3/
1
2 H. P.
22" Cut

Lawn
Mower
$1O9

Parmi Master Til
Chain Drive

Garden

niter

5 HP
Briggs & Stratton
Engine
-Full front
Twin & Rear

Discount
Prices
Mod. 7802
Rota Shear

16" Cut
Auto. Feed, Dual
Power Torque Booster.
Reg. 44.95

4 Player
Steel Shaft
Badminton
- Set
Reg $97947""I`
$700
Sale

PAGI
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Community Beautification

"immediate potential trade.
towns in particular is in part
The Murray Woman's provides
A more direct aim. of an aesthetic revolt, literally
_ Club, with support from the satisfactions," adds variety
beautification, one that must a revolt of the senses. Many
Kentucky Humanities Coun- to our lives, and
newspaper, is values of our surroundings. be fulfilled if anything is to' people are repelled by the
this
and
cil
.#
be made more attractive, is bewildering tempo and
Sponsoring a series of arto increase beauty,
-variety-of demands for little
The Aesthetic Values
_tides_ on the topic "Cora.
The attraction of beauty is decisions, are bombarded by
munity Beautification."
In Our Surroundings
found in the immediate the uncontrolled sensory "inDepartment
Garden
1:4:, Terry Foreman
member Nancy Adams is the
Why municipal beautifica- satisfaction we find in put" of urban and suburban
qualities evident to the Sprawl, and desire to bring
project director. Dr. Terry tion? What does it involve?
Foreman, Chairman of the
Town beautification is senses - "aesthetic" their sensory lives under
.Department of Philosophy often associated with "clean qualities-in a combination control by providing an enand Religious studies at up"campaigns,removing or often formulated by vironment that is ,more
Murray State, has studied hidii eyesores, adding philosophera as.a "unity_uu manageable, simpler, focusand writteh exte&vely in decorative charm to public variety."
ed and unitary.
The - square-centered
the field of aesthelcs - the spaces. A reqionable goal of * The current American
philoilophy of beauty. he beautificatipn is rnakingJ a'move to smaller-scale living "town" or "village" which
discusses today how beauty town more attractive to in general and to small provides an-intimate, actual
enclosure as a unifying focus
at its center answers an
aesthetic need if it does in
fact provide relief from confusion and ugliness and
visual clutter.
"Variety," the "spice".of
the-life aesthetic,is provided
by using contrasts to relieve
dullness
and mOnotony. In
sisters
saili
there
was
son's
room.
hotel
By RICK HANIPSON
-Richardson apparently no indication they had met. the town setting such variety
Associated Press Writer
"I don't think at this time is afforded by pleasantly
NEW YORK (AP) - shared Hinckley's affection
we
see any connection," said 'contrasting colors, shapes,
Jodie
actress
teen-age
for
were
Federal authorities
FBI spokesman Roger and textures, by sudden sursearching today for any Foster.
possible connection between -Richardson recently oc- Young."We're checking into prising arcades of shops,
alleyways passing through
a ccused presidential cupied a room in the same the possibility."
in
et
checked
to
adjoining streets, pocketRichardson
assailant John W. Hinckley New Haven, Conn., hotel
hotel
and
parks,
and distinct spaces
New
Haven
the
s
tayed
Hinckley
where
here
• Jr. and a man arrested
with a loaded -pistol who,earlier. The hotel was near wrote the letter to Miss and alternation of paving'
_ allegedly threatened to "br- the campus of Yale Universi- Foster after the Reagan and planting provided for
_closely-related activities
ing to completion Hinckley's ty, where Miss Foster is a shooting,authorities said.
was
ordered
such as walking and resting,
Richardson
student.
- reality."
bond
penwork and sociability and
$500,000
held
on
spent
rdson
-Richa
Officials said there was no
evidence of any conspiracy several months living with ding an April 17 hearing to recreaticin.
Beauty understood in this
„aeeesed-his----sisters----in- -Lakewood,.--(WSW= if he valitie movresident Colo., 20 miles from Hin- ed to Connecticut to face a way is to be found in more
Reagan and threeother men ckley's home in Evergreen. charge of threatening to kill than "the eye of the
`- last week, and Edward M. ,Hinckley later stayed in a the president. If convicted, beholder," and in fact situaRichardson, who allegedly motel three miles from he could be sent to prison for tions in which we deliberately restrict our aesthetic at• told officials who arrested Richardson's sisters' home five years.
Lakewood.
in
him at a bus station Tuesday
Richardson, 22, of the
that he was on his way to
Washington to kill Reagan or Philadelphia suburb of Drexel Hill, also allegedly told
other high officials.
However, the Daily News authorities he was responsifor r ent phone calls
Secret Service was in-' and letters threatening Miss
vestigating reports the two- Foster - including a threat
May -once have been room- to blow up her dormitory
unless .Hinckley was releasmates.
And according to officials, ed,'said federal prosecutor
there were similarities John Martin.
But Martin said there was
between Hinckley and
Richardson, who was ar- "no evidence to support
restedafter authorities were speculation of conspiracy"
tipped off by a maid who between the two.,The Secret
found a threatening note in a Service and one of Richard--

And New York Gunman

tention to a single kind of
quality are rare. Our homes
and yards confirm this.
For the most part,
aesthetic values are the. product of complex and changing interrelations among
various kinds of qualities.
Some aesthetic values are
associated with bodily
senses - sight, smell, hearing, taste, touch, and the
"somatic sense" we have of
our own bodies. Enjoyments
of these senses shade off into
the fulfillment of a variety of
"medtal senses" as well senses of surprise, rhythm,
ease, urgency, scale, confinement, significance, 'excitement,confidence,etc.
Any of these senses can
and often does override or
confuse other senses if it is
intensely enough reported.
We find it hard to relax, to
attend to music while assailed by flashing lights or
vibrations, hard to read
while bombarded by rude
sounds, hard to enjoy conversation while gagging on
exhaust fumes or tired afoot
or in need of a restroom or if
our children are screaming.
Our idea of beautification,
then, must be large enough
to include management of a
variety of environmental
qualities. The aesthetic
demands on "townscape"
beautification are complex,
but the aesthetic,opportunities are enticing.
Townscape spaces are
criss-crossed by an indefinite variety of visible
and invisible paths defined

also breaking up unrelieved
light (while saving energy I;
it may obscure an eyesore;
its metabolic processes absorb certain airborne
pollutants (but release
allergens).
It is worthwhile, then, to
regard beautification as a
matter of enlarging the
aesthetic value of our surroundings. Bodily senses are
orienting devices and also

are capable of immediate
satisfaction. Too often we
neglect their latter potential
in favor of giving instructions or demanding attention in .an abrupt way.
Aesthetic values are enjoyable immediately by
everyone, they are
renewable with interest
iisinipounding by the minute,
and they are practically inexhaustible.

by the people who take them,
who differ in mode of conveyance, pace, physical
capacity, alertness,
familiarity with the setting,
attentiveness, mood, mission, decisiveness, and the
like.
On the other hand, a town
center can offer both openness and closed spaces, intimacy, conviviality, and accessibility.
Aesthetic imperatives for
townscape design flow from
these considerations. The
usual attention of beautification efforts to "sprucing up"
. _and_ pore
(with plantings)
attractive design details
(replacing "messages" with
logos, using International'
Style traffic signs) finds a
natural extension in attention, to creature comforts
(shaded benches, ready
trash-receptacles, comfort
stations, etc.). BeautificaWe ore not "Fly-By-Nighters"
tion can provide ways -of (ANY GOLD STAMPED
only
in town overnight to take
-22K
10K-14K-1U
cancelling agendas (clashes
MitAailis CNAINS MEDALUOM
your
money.
We've been trusted
.POCKFT WATCHB — COT At GOID
of pedestrians and
in
Paducah
for
69 years.
motorists, by scramblecrossing at intersections),
Well
modifying others, and sugoo
Pay You
'• P.V.Q 15 00,o S
DIAMONDS
po pow (or 1. tO
0.3
gesting ntIll ones (pnnaWANTED
nent checker-tables on the
square?).
Not that modest plantings
(WIN I )A111( 10:00 am. In 6:00
should be scorned, considering what a tree can do
aesthetically! Its colors and
textures provide changing
relief; its height and mass
lower sight-lines and specify
scale; its bulk causes us to
shift our path and- overarches us protectively; it pro- ,
vides the comfort of shade,

GOLD .. •
DIAMONDS • •

WE
BUY

BUY
UY

The Honest Way!

,

CASH
NOW!
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Harrisburg Senior To
Perform In Piano
Recital Tuesday At MSU
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Taste whatgreat
fried chicken is-all about.
, At Kentucky Fried Chicken we concentrate on just one thing,

-,

making the best tasting fried chicken in the world.

We start with wholesome chicken and cook it up fresh,tender

aUTOMAT17: ,CIMAof.

and juicy the Colonel's special way. There's no other fried chicken like

it! We Do Chicken Right.

11

90 I1

2-PIECE SNACK BOX
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I
I
I

Sales-Service-Parts
641 N Across From Smorgasbord 753-4478
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Bridget Ann Gregg of Har- Wien," l'he Viennese Car_rishorg ju.. will perforgLin__ nival Pranks4, composed in
a senior piano recital at 7 1841.
p.m. Tuesday, April 14, at
After a "short intermission,
Murray State University.
a woodvvin trig will perform
Miss Gregg. the daughter Paul Dewailly's "Aubade
of Mr: and Mrs. Robert 1. pour Flute, "Hautbois and
Gregg, 221 Poplar St.,-Har- Clarinette.risburg, is • majoring-, in
Kathryn Finney, Gallatin,
music education at Murray Tenn., will play the flute,
State.
Scott Alexander, McKenzie,
ThFrecital is scheduled in Tenn., the oboe, and RUssell
the Farrell Recital Hall of Gross, Radcliffe. the
the-Price Doyle Fine Arts clarinet.
Center.
The program will conclude
The .program includes with, Claude Debussy's
Schumann's "Suite Pour le Piano,"-writRobert

041141141 ,41',4 •
SYSOM qt. 41140TS

El
dyed

$4921
4_1

I
This coupoh good for 2 pieces of the
Original Recipe or Extra
Crispy and a roll for only vac- I.imitone
coupon per customer. Coupon good only
for combination white/dark orders. Cuetomer pays all applicable sales tax.(This
coupon good only at Kentucky Fried
Chicken Stores listed in this ad )OFFER
EXPIRES April .111, 1981

ntucky Fried Chicken.

$49
7 1 /
1
2off 1
1541IECE
CARRY PACK

THRIFT BOX I

Oet',pieces of the Colonel's
Original Recipe or Extra Crispy for only
n1.49. Limit one coupon per customer.
--Coupon good only for combination
white/dark orders. Customer pays all apI
plic.able sales tax.(This coupon good
only at Kentucky Fried Chicken stores
I fitted in this ad.)OFFER EXPIRES
April 30, 1981.

I
1

.

I
I

I

I

Ott 15 pieces of the Colonelb
Original Recipe or Extra Crispy for
onlg $7.49. Limit one coupon per customer. Coupon good only for oomblnation white/dark orders. Customer pays.
all applicable sales tax.(This ooupon
good only.at Kentucky Fried Chicken
stores listed in this ad.)OFFER EX.
FIRES April 30, 1981

I
3-PIECE DINNER

I
1

This cimpon good for one-half of the
regular price of a 3-piece complete
chicken dinner with the purchase of
another 3-piece dinner at regular price.
Limit one coupon per customel. Customer pays all applicable sales tax.
(This coupon good only at'Kentucky
Fried Chicken stores listed in this ad.)
OFFER EXPIRES April 30. 1981.

I

I

I

1 kentucky Fried Chicken. 1 kentucky Pried Chicken. , 1 kentticky Fried
1 kentacky Pried Chicken.
& ....gm iii.m...ma...sms....mini.=I.IMO SIM ems NM MIS MN IIIIII=MIMS MIMI MN=NINSIlMI MO MSNM UM MR MR IMIIIMO IIIMIi
CbiCken •
4

cogs good only at stores listed below:

1113 Sycamore (502) 753-7101
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'Rebels'Speak Against Taxes As April 15 Nears

EDITOR'S NOTE: Hundreds of auto workers in
Flint, Mich., recently filed
false income tax exemption
claims with the Internal
. Revenue Service ia a flirtation with ,America's tax
rebels. In the first of a threepart series, AP Urban Affairs Writer Lee Mitgang examines the rebellion as the
April 15 tax deadline nears.
By LEE MITGANG
AP Urban Affairs Writer
His gray hair was neat, his
mile warm, his three-piece
Alit authoritative. When he
.elivered his homily with
:*ncerity and flashes of
umor, his angry gospel
rang clear to the small group
of disciples gathered in a
Times Square church for a
Sunday meeting.
"You don't owe income
tax!" said the guest speaker,
Ed Ellison, who represents a
Maryland-based tax protest
group called the Free State
Constitutionalists.
"Right on!" shouted back
a man in the audience, wearing a Revolutionary War
style tri-corner hat.
It's a scene being repeated
across the country as the
April 15 tax deadline nears
— at a Holiday Inn in
Baltimore on Monday
nights, a temple in Queens,
N.Y., a smorgasbord
restaurant in Garden Grove,
Calif., before crowds of 150
- or more-five nights a week:
These are America's tax
rebels — most of them white,
politically conservative,
middleclass — who are so
enraged by inflation and a
poor economy, so convinced
that the federal government
is stripping away precious
freedoms, that they risk
fines and even prison by
refusing to pay part or all of
their federal income tax.
In the last four years, 2,781
Americans have gene to jail
for tax fraud — and the IRS
describes 539 of them as tax
protesters. The IRS says it
has no idea how much tax
the government loses
because of protesters.
And the problem is growing, says the IRS.
Spokesman Tony Bombadere says in 1980 the
government received 13,390
protest returns, up from
8,784 the year before and
5,694 in 1978. "They are a stubborn bunch," says Vincent Walker of
the Manhattan district office
of the IRS. They don't consider
themselves
lawbreakers, and many insist the IRS has no right to
exist, much less to tax.
"The American people,"
says James Wickstrom of
Tigerton, Wis., a member of
a group called Sheriff's

Posse Comitatus which
claims chapters in 40 states,
"finally are finding out that
the graduated income tax is
destroying them. They've
had enough of this communist IRS."
In- Maryland, there's the
Free State Constitutionalists
and the Committee of Correspondence. There's the
Thomas Jefferson Equal
Tax Society in Virginia, the

Golden Mean Society in Montana, the Tax Patriots in
Sumter,S.C., the Committee
for the Restoration of the
Constitution in New York
and Americans for Constitutional Taxation in
Frederica, Del., among
others.
On March 28,some 300 protesters led by the Americans
for Constitutional Rights
recalled a 1773 anti-tax

membership anywhere from
50,000 to 250,000.
Most of the groups have a
few hundred members, but
at least two — Your Heritage
Protection Association in
Los Angeles, and the Alaska
Patriots in Action — claim
close to 20,000 members
each.
Nevertheless, Carr
Ferguson, until Jan. 20 the
assistant U.S. attorney

general in charge of the
Justice Department's tax
division, calls the tax protest
movement "a major, probably the major, challenge
to the Internal Revenue)
Service today. •
•'1 think it's manageable —
because the number of protesters) is not yet big — by
using the traditional civil
and criminal sanctions. But
you have to realize that the

PRICES GOOD THRU
APRIL 12th

tax system is one of selfassessment. If the tax movement erodes taxpayer
morale, this could have a
ripple effect."
Donald Alexander, IRS
commissioner from 1973 to
1977, says,"The IRS is being
stretched to the limit.. It
would be difficult for it to
cope without making public
examples of sonic of the protesters."
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WILLIE NELSON

Eddie Rabbit' • Iloriz-on
including:
DRIVIN MY LIFE AWAY'l LOVE A RAINY NIGHT

SOMEWHERE OVER THE RAINBOW
including:
Mona Lisa/ Who's Sorry Now?
Over The Rainbow/In My Mother's Eyes
Exactly Like You

ALBUMS,8-TRACKS
& CASSETTES
SERIES 798

576
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Fatalities Reported
After Explosions
Of Grain Silos
By SHARON HERBAUGH
Associated Press Writer
CORPUS CHRISTI, Texas
(AP) — Three people were
unaccounted for today after
explosions ripped the sides
and tops from towering
grain silos here, killing three
in a shower of concrete and
glass.
In Bellwood, Neb., meanwhile, an explosion ripped
through the Farmers Co-Op
grain elevator Tuesday,
burying one man under tons
of grain and concrete and
leaving two others in-critical
condition with severe burns,
authorities said.
"Nobody had time to
scream,"said an emergency
medical technician after the
Tuesday grain dust explosions that injured 32 people
at the Corpus Christi Public
Grath Elevator.
One official estimated the
damage from the blasts,
which tore gaping holes in
10-storyhigh grain _silos, at
$30
The exp
came during
a 3:30 p.m.
shift change.
Don Rodman, public affairs
officer for the port of Corpus
Christi, said officials
estimated 50 people were
near the elevator when it exploded. He said the three
missing men included two
elevator employees and a
security guard.
Some of the bleeding and
burned casualties stumbled
out of the rubble, %Ale
'others had to be dug out from
beneath the debris.
Flames ignited by the
blast and fanned by 35 mph
winds sent thick, black
clouds of smoke billowing
500fe4 into the air.

demonstration — the Boston tions to halt tax withholding
Tea Party — and dumped by their employers in the
tax forms in the Boston har- largest tax protest in
memory. Most backed down
bor.
Walker, of the Manhattan under IRS pressure, and the
IRS office, says "all indica- agency recently announced
tions are that the numbers, a crackdown on that form of
protest..
are continuing up."
Anti-tax movement acIn February, a Michigan
antitax group, We The Peo- tivists estimate that there
ple ACT, encouraged 3,500 are 30 or 40 active tax protest
auto workers in Flint to groups scattered around the
declare doa4ns of exemp- country, with total active
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Deaths and Funerals
Services Today
For Craig Byrd,
Murray Student

:tidy Walton Key
Hes; Funeral Is
:eing Held Today

I Barkley..

Truck, Semi Pull To Be Held Saturday

•(Co-ded From Page I)
-s

Final Rites Held
For Mr. Gamlin

would welcome "anybody, particularly the legislature and the general
public to 2ome up and look at the
department and make any judgments
that they want."
He added later that he 'hopes the
legislature "will come up here and investigate the hell out of me....I think
they will find something a little bit different."
But Prather said he believes there
is "no way the General Assembly can
get into any investigation. We would
have no authority to press any
charges at this point."
Something which might result from
legislative attention, Prather said, is
a review of "the whole area of sexual
harassment and how the statutes apply and whether they need to be revised."
Prather said he will ask that the
transcript of a four-day Personnel
Board hearing be put on the agenda
for the next LRC meeting for
whatever action the membees feel is
appropriate.
Meanwhile: reaction to the board's
decision ranged from the' delight of
the two women to Barkley's assessment that the process was "the
closest thing to the McCarthy hearings that I've ever encountered."
Barkley said he has not decided
whether to appeal.
Bruce Clark, the women's attorney,
said both were -delighted" with the
board's!ruling. -Their positions have
been vindicated and their names have
been placed back in proper
perspective."
But he said the hearing was "more

strenuous, more emotional and more
exhausting" than Ms. Hester and
Mrs. Armstrong had expected
"because the principle defense was
the character of the women."
That indicated the weakness of the
defense, he said, and put a "severe
strain" on the twO.
"No one likes to have their lives
scrutinized in hindsight," he added.
The Personnel Board dismissed
charges filed against a third man,
food distribution director Gerald
Deatherage, but ordered him to give
Mrs. Armstrong a written apology.
Deatherage'said Tuesday he was
"glad it's over with," and that the
board's decision was "a big relief for
myself, my wife, my children, my
mother and father, my whole family."
He did not commit himself,
however, to writing the apology.
Deatherage's attorney, Thomas
Watkins, said he had not seen the
board's ruling and could not comment
on a written apology.
He said an appeal is possible if the
order "is something we can't live
with."
Wheeler was more definite, saying
he will appeal the board's decision on
the charges against him.
Wheeler said he, too, was glad the
hearing is over, but he continued his
denial of the charges and said he is opposed to sexual harassment.
The process has had "a definite effect on
'personality," Wheeler
said, and has been strain on his wife
and family.
lie said he is not certain when his
appeal will be filed.

The Fifth Annual Spring
Champion Truck and Semi
Pull will be held Saturday,
April 11, at 7 p.m. at the
Obion County Fairgrounds,
Union City,Tenn.

This event with local persons participating is sPer1sored by the Obion County
Fair Association and the
Tennessee Truck Pulling
Association.

The final rites for John
Waylon Gaullin of Route 1,
The funeral for Ronald Puryear, Tenn were held
'%1 alton Key of 711. Craig Byrd of Murray Route Sunday at '2 p.m. at the
.,)eintna, Pans, Tenn.. died 8 is being held today at 2 chapel of the McEvoy
.4 the Henry -County "Trtn-. -at the chapel of the Funeral Home,Paris, Tenn.,
The nickname reported in a story concerning Kerry
.!,11 there. He was 74 Roberts Funeral Home, with Charlie Sweatt ofHiggins in Tuesday's edition was incorrect, according
ear- of ace.
to a family member. The Murray Ledger & Times Mayfield, with Ron Chilton ficiating.
Mr
Key. a retired and Jerry Mayes officiating.
Pallbearers were Oren Inregrets the error.
•;(pi, ee of the Paris MillServing as pallbearers are man, Dorris Gamlin, Frank
The Murray ledger& Iiinçs Ines to correct promptly any errors in
Company, was a James Todd Ballard, Jepy Callicott, Parker Carter,
fact or clarity any misleading information appearing in news &Rider.
., • - 11./.; r of the Puryear Lynn Clapp, Arthur,- Lee Winfred Paschall, and
That is the purpose re this column. To report an error or need for
• :!,•, Methodist Church. Scott, Frank' Murphey, James Gamlin. Burial was
clarification please call 753-1918.
-A.)4,1t 29. 1906,Stuart -Maar,- and Jinuny--in--- the -Beaver Dam
County, he was the Page, Jr.,- Burial. will follow Cemetery near Buchanan,
the late Carroll in the Mayfield Memory Tenn.
K.e'y and Moyna Gardens,.
Mr. Gamlin, 67, died Fri• • ; -,,n Key.
Mr. Byrd, 17, died Monday day night at the Murraysurvived bS,', five from injuries sustained in an Calloway 'County Hospital.
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Sadie Cooper, Purchase
Parkway, son of the late A. g. (Gus)
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t a7
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Consumers Affairs

Ways To Cuts Costs To Stretch Food Dollars
By SHERRI MCDANIEL
Special Writer
Each year American
families'spend from 25 to 40
percent of their income ,of
food. Good management of
food buying involves changing the way we buy our food
so that the most value for our
food dollars can be obtained.
Many of the ways to cut
food costs are identified and
discussed in the following
paragraphs. •
Refunds and Coupons
Each year Manufacturersof food and household pro.•distrie billions of
coupons good5 for product
discounts and make
thousands of refund offers.
The secret to refunding is in
having a large, wellorganized collection of
proofs-of-purchase. To save
and organize coupons,follow
these guidelines:
1) Save every proof-ofpurchase you find. Start with
national brands. Save box
tops, bottoms, net weight
statements,
ingredient
panels, and universal product code symbols. Saving
all proofs prepares the consumer to be ready to collect
on almost any refund offered.
Save cash- regi.ster UWeS;
since many refund offers re...;,quire sending the tapes
along with proofs.-ofs.4
purchase.
3) Store proofs in envelopesfile them_ alphabetically by
name of manufacturer of
product.
4)Save everything, because
manufacturers may require
a box top for one refund offer, then months-later rewire_ A_ V.K._syrribol for
another refund.
5) When cutting out a proofof-purchase, such as a
weight symbol, be sure to
write the name of the product on the back.
Refund offers usually require a refund form to be
submitted. Many firms these
forms disappear from supermarket shelves so quickly
that most people do not get
the chance to obtain one.
When shopping at the
supermarket, allow children
to search the store for refund
forms. Cashiers sometimes
have forms — ask about
them. Also, many refund
forms are regularly printed
in newspaper and magazine
advertisements.
Using cash-off coupons
can save money if certain
things are rembered:
1)- Clip ey.ery coupon found.
Those that cannot be used
can often be traded. Many
groceries have bins where
unwanted coupons can be
deposited and exchanged for
others.
2) Try to find a coupon for
almost every item on the
shopping list-this will lead to
consistent savings. 3)‘ More can sometimeS be
saved by trying new brands
and new products.
4) Never buy a product just
because of the coupon.
5) When supermarkets offer
double value on coupons, use
high-discount and high-value
coupons to save the most
money on food and
household items.
Some General Tips
The best way to save
money at the grocery store is
to plan ahead. Plan several
days' meals at a time, check
supplies to see what is on
hand, and make a list of the
items that are needed.
Always shop with a list,
and avoid impulse purchases. Never shop when are
tired or hungry, for this
usually leads to spending
more money.
.
Check newpapers for
specials, and stock up when
you find a bargain, if money
and/or storage space is
available. Those with a
freezer should purchase
larger quantities of meat
when it is on sale, cut it into
serving portions, and freeze.
In dealing with' perishable
items,such as milk, buy only
what can be used before it
spoils.
Buy store brand or "noname" products that are
generally less expensive and
usually of equal quality to
that of nationally advertised
brands.

Compare prices on the
same food items in several
stores. By doing this and
checking newspaper ads.,the
stores that have the best
prices on paxticular items
can be learned. Develop a
list for each store, and determine if savings at the store
will substantiate the trip
there. This will help prevent
wasting gasoline, time 9nd
money traveling to several

stores just to save a few pennies.
Take time to read labels
and compare brands, grades
and sizes. For example, use
a lower grade of fruit or
vegetable if you plan to cut it
up or serve it in a mixture.
Shop at times when the
store is less crowded - during the week, -earl in the
morning, and in the evening.
Shop as infrequently as

possible, and shop without advertised products at
young children when possi- regular price. Another tip:
ble to avoid impulse pur- look around closely- when
chases. Studies show when
. shopping, because the best
an item not on the shopping buys are often not at eye
list is picked up and examin- level.
Compare prices of meats
ed, five out of ten times it
with number of servings, not
will be purchased.
Some experts suggest by weight. Figure on four
keeping records of food pur- servings from a liound of
chases as an aid in learning boneless meat, two servings
to recognize specials and from a pound with a bone.
distinguish them from and just one serving from a

really bony selection. Also,
compare unit costs (exact
cost per ounce, pound,
gallon, etc-.) when' two

similar items are involved.
case a mistake is made..
_ Lastly, always wiltch the
Using these tips can help
cheek-out clerk as he or she you to save money WfICI
rings up your purchases in shopping for food
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With new MaxwelLHouse Master.
Blend' Coffee you'll enjoy delicious
ground coffee. And you can save
, money, too.
New Maxwell House Master Blend
tastes delicious.
Master Blend is 100% pure ground coffee
that's specially roasted'and ground, not
concentrated or flaked.
You can save money,too.
We make it a special way, so 13 ounces of
Master Blend goes as far as 16 ounces
of ordinary coffee, but can cost you less.
And you make it your usual way. Use the
same number of scoops.
Available in 3grinds.
New Maxwell House Master Blend
comes in three grinds: RegulaK
Electra-Perk: and Automatic
Drip Blend, and it's always...
"Good to the Last Drop:"

Introducing
Maxwell House Master Blend
Delicious ground coffee thatcan
save you money.
MOP I= MI=I MO

MB MI EMI OM ION 11

STORE COUPON

Now Save75c More!

I on AnySizeCan of Maxwell HouseMasterBlend:
zi

is

g
z

0144x421

I
I
I

MASTER
BLEND

MASTER
BLEND

MASTER
BLEND

gn=ron

ic__a=mrcrs3

Ca=1:=11
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Available in3grinds.
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In Educational Administration At MSU

Sc

UF Institute Director To Give Lecture
Plans have been completed • at Murray State
Univtrsity for the lecture
-Friday, April 10, by one of
the' nation's foremost
-authorihes in educational
administration and federal.
state and local school-fin-aming.
•
Delivering the Harry M.
Sparks Distinguished Lecture in Educational Administration this sear will bc
Dr Samuel Kern Alexander.
Jr., director of the Institute
—fo—FAr ucational Finance at

the University of Florida,
Gainesville.
- Educated in Kentucky at
Centre College, Western
Kentucky Universilly and the,
University• of Louisville:
Alexander is the author of 27
books to date dealing with
idueation -atinfinistratiob
and including financing and
school law.
lie is scheduled to speak at
7.: 30 p.m. in the Barkley I A','lure Ball in the new University Center. The lecture, VIItitled • •Dark Clouds un The

Horizon," is free and open to
the public.
Serving as master of
ceremonies will'be Dr.-S. M.
Matarand:' professor of
educational administration
at -Murray State., and Dr.
Jerrell White. pastor of the
leiiroria1 Itiptist Church in
Murray , will tnve the invocation.
- Alexande.r. who began his
teaching career in 1962 at
Fairdale High School in Jefferson County. will be introduced by Dr. Hugh NON-

inger, acting dean and a professor of educational administration in the university's College of Human
Development arid learning.
A reception in tht,University Center lobby. will fetKow
the lecture.
The lecture series was
established by the university's board of regents in
honor of Murray State's fifth
president; Dr. Harry M.
Sparks, for 43 years a
leading Kentucky educator
before his retirement in 1973.

From 1963 until 1967, he was
Kentucky's superintendent
of public instruction.
It also provides university
and regional educators with
an exposure opportunity to
new concepts and insights in
education held by some of
the most recognized
authorities inlhe field.
•
SEPDS
Seeds from melons, pumpkins or squash may be
dried and used as birdseed.

COMPETITIVE BIOLOGY TEST — Murray High biology students of Jerry Shelton
competed with 80 students from 13 schools in a biology test sponsored by Beta
Beta Beta biological honor society and the College of Environmental Sciences at
Murray State University. Placing in the top 10 students were, from left, David
Misukfic, Brad Bryan, Shelton and Mary Jane Estes. Mikukic, winner of first place,
was awarded a $300 scholarship. Also competing from Murray High were Leslie
Qonaldson, Tracy Borge, David Story and Melanie Roos.

INSTANT

010111 BOOM Batt
SOW Into

PORK
STEAK

Reelfoot Smoky Net

FRANKS

Hot Dog Oo A Stick

CORN
DOGS

CHUCK
ROAST
J489

:

64169

Morrell Pesoriefl Slicad

BOLOGNA

120z.929

Mrs.*wees Coleslaw of

POTATO

Morrell Half Bootless Mee a Est

SALAD .-1L8.79'

HAMS Maggots
ItIvortifio Ch000

Eekrieli Slender

Tyson Grads A Jumbo

SUCED
MEATS

FRYER
BREAST

Metzger Cheek

u,sit9

BRAUNSCHWEIGER

BIG JOHN'S FARM FRESH PRODUCE!
Geseisse MI.big.. U.S. Ile. 1 Grads

Whisk 138 Size

RUSSET
POTATOES

NAVEL
ORANGES

5.9P
Celferele Fresh

STRAWBERRIES

winos
GREEN
ONIONS
$100
a
-I Bushel •

Celferele
Pleeleflee Ripe

PINEAPPLES
Lem 10 Size

99

BROCCOU
Besets

89°
Red or lime

Tropical-le Low la Calories
Celiferais

ASPARAGUS
12 Oz. Beech

3 Oz.69e

LEAF
LETTUCE

ORANGE DRINK

$119

99

lb.
north

JUICE
ORANGES

C
1`•

794
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The Kentucky Board of
Optometric Examiner* joins
with the manufacturers of
extended-wear
contact
lenses in warning consumers
that although the, newly approved soft contact lenses
for use in correcting nearsightedness may be worn up
to. two weeks without
removal,and have major advantages, they may not be
for the average young. contact lens wearer. A thorough
vision examination is needed
to determine whether or not

a person can wear extended- lenses be prescribed and fitted
only
by
an
wear lenses.
ophthalmologist or opThe U. S. Department of tometrist. In its approval,
Health and Human Services, the FDA required long-term
Food and Drug Administra- follow-up care for those
tiop, warns that the new soft wearers of the new soft conlenses, which are made of a tact lenses. Serious corneal
new water absorbing damage may result from
material which allows ox- wearing a lens which is not
ygen to reach the cornea properly fit, or if conveneven when the wearer is tional hard contact lens soluasleep, are not of the same • tions containing presercomposition as the daily Natives are used with soft
wear lenses, and the FDi), hydrophilic contact lenses.
recommends that these new
extended wear contact

these lenses reeognize that
some optical sales persons
are promoting these lenses
without including a full
disclosure of the product,the
durability or the necessity
for periodic check-ups by an
optometrist _
or
ophthalmologist. Abrasion,
ulcerations, increases in corneal thickness and infection
may be an increased risk
with extended-wear lenses.
Post-surgical cataract patients may wear these lenses
up to thirty days .If no
discomfortis noted and if

recommended by the eye
doctor.
The manufacturers of
extended-wear
contact
lenses say they cannot control the promotional efforts
of -individual optical sates
persons, but they do
"discourage any advertising
which does not include a full
disclosure of the product."
Unethical promotion of
extended-wear
contact
lenses may do a disservice to
the public, the eyecare professionals and the product
itself.

THERE'S ALWAYS
LOTS OF

llllll womn lllll llllll nun-

mussuuseuseassumuilllllllllllllHemmonsuatti;;.-

•
•-•‘•

•

BRIDGE — J.L. Kenley of the Calloway County bridge crew adds
the finishing
touches to a ford that was constructed to replace a bridge on Harris Grove
Road.
This new structure was formed by laying limestone rock around
steel culverts and
pouring concrete over it. According to Judge Robert 0. Miller, Calloway
County
judge-executive, this structure is safer, has a longer life and is less
expensive than
conventional bridge styles.

Treasure Che

IN BIG JOHN'S

THIS WEEK Will

CASH

Wet Nth Swett

CUCUMBER
SUCES 32 02129

Prairie Farms

ICE
CREAM

—

2$

MR.
CLEAN

and
SPAN

$ 39

Get a coupon by mail for a box of 15 Hefty Tell Kitchen Garbage Bags, OR 30 Hefty Small
Garbage & Waste Bags OR 20 Hefty Medrum Garbage Bags FREE with the required
purchases o three of the four above Procter & Gambit.. brands See store display for
complete details

Kroft

VELVEETA
ne.$269
mineable to reg. Price Limo one ctwgrow
P4r family at Sit JOHNS Ng.. *pi

•Zr'
Tax applicable to rye P•.ce Lem.' 000
yi
per family et SIG JOHNS thrc

Tex antic abs. 0 •111. Price
Of,fanN.10 at

or, Flt I

.,#••

sto 1044Ns

Limi on. coup."

j
am_

_

IGI IJ 10IHINI'S

VANISH

e
Ot:99

Tar •pphtable ta erg P.t• Le•1111 VW coupe*.
1
pe r t•'m.!y a' PIG JOHNS INr..

sips.

BI I IGI IJIOIHI I'S
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Prices Good
Thru April 14th

GREAT
HAWG LAIGS FRESH

OUNTRY

59
LB.
REELFOOTS-HICKORY
SMOKED DRY CURE
17120 LB. SMOKED

CELERY
LB. WHOLE OR SHANK

FISHER'S—FESTIVAL
12/14 LB.
FULLY COOKED-ROUNr
BONELESS

HAMS$159
si49
• WHOLE

COUNTRY HAM

TO BE GIVEN AWAY TO ONE LUCKY CUSTOMER AT JIM
ADAMS IGA
JUST RESISTER EACH MAE YOU VISIT OUR STORE. DRAWING IS SAT. APRIL MN 4:00 P.M.

REG. OR BEEF
FIELDS - 12 OZ. SLICED

BOLOGNA
$ 11 09

OSCAR MAYER

SLICED
P&P LOAF
IVER CHEE,'
COTTO SAL

• PORTIONS

"Far
PORTION
11 09
IN

PURNELLS 0

PO
' SAUS

LB

PLUS DEPOSIT

1•

PARKAY

WISK
LIQUiD

SPREAD
LIGHT
2!

MEI
1 GAL.

DISHWASHER

ALL
50 OZ.

KRAFT
LIGHT N LIVELY AMERKAN

SINGLES

KRAFT-PURE
ORANGE OR
GRAPEFRUIT

JUICE
$159
KRAFT SHREDDED
CHEDDAR OR MOZZARELLA

BISCUITS
29

CHEESE
$149

10

()range
Juice

LIBBY'SLb.

BEEF
PATTIES
10 LB.Ewa Cum
PORK
C
10N

LIFEBUOY

SOAP
soz.
MIXED

All
APPI

O
FIELDS
K
PS

TREE TOP NA'

BONES
10 LI.
TURKEY
SAVE $2.40 FROM
OUR REG. PRICE

GREEN GIANT FROZEN

NIBLETS IN BUTTER SAUCE
CREAM STYLE NIBLETS
SWEET PEAS IN BUTTER SAUCE
41
7

-GREEN GIANT FROZEN

000
$930 SCOPI
SAVE $3.60

MOUTHY/I
SAVE $1.75
$970

CREST
00T1
6.4 OZ. RI
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ThisWeek's Free
A;...itst Cash
Ili Bankroll

SOUTHSIDE.
7-10 Mon.-Sat.
10-7 Sundays
Prices Good
Thru April 14th

UNTRY

FIELDS—SLICED

$900 Northside
$200 Southside

TURKEY
DRUMSTICKS

BACON

919

59

90.0°

Albert Gardner
$1100 Southside
Rt. 7 Murray

Aec

If you have never registered for Free Cash Bankroll.
come in today, register and receive your free Punch Card
No purchase necessary and you need not be present to win,
BE SURE YOUR CARD IS PUNCHED

LB.

BLEACH

FIELDS 12 OZ.
PRO-LEAGUER

WIENERS
FISHER'S 10 OZ. JAR
PICKLED

FISHER'S /
1
2 GAL.
PKKLED ROPE

RED HOTS
$1169

BOLOGN
wo$469

MIRACLE
WHIP

URNELLS OLD FOLKS

PORK
AUSAGE $1 39
•
LB

/-BUNNY OLD
HEARTH SANDWICH

FISK
'QUID

HUNTS 150Z.
MAN WICH

LUX LIQUID

SANDWICH
SAUCE

,ETERGENT
GAL.

OR MAN WICH MEXICAN

ISHWASHER

ILL
50 OZ.

IFEBUOY

2199

ENERAL MILLS

.11PCKY
:HARMS
RPPLE
ICE

PE/ti
A e
CARROTS
&

c
,,oz 29

OX

c u 39
*# I

REE TOP NATURAL

32 OZ.

95
2179

PLAIN OR
PEANUT

M&M

99

PIZZA QUICK
SAUCE

1401.

1000
;COPE

24 OX.,
229

tEST

7 OZ.

.104 p1IPASTE$112
MOLAR OR MIT

iata
Mian
CHEESE DINNER

2159c
KRAFT GRAPE

MOUTHWASH

•

$ 57

JELLY OR
JAM
11.1.

Oc
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Southern Harmony
Society To Hold
April Practice
At Clubhouse
2. Notice

PAG

111:111- FOR RESULTS

PUT IT IN THE

The April song practice by
the Society for the Preservation of Southern Harmony
Singing • will be held at the
Murray Woman's Clubhouse
at 7.00 p.m., Monday April

1. Legal Notice

Facts Free Store to,
759 4600

he needy

Preceding the concertpractice. I )r Ias Molten!.
Ow president. will speak on
the histivr Of southern Itarmon
The actual convert tt I.
be.gui about ;:10 p.m. and
last hit- about an 119* The
FUp im des all -fa so la.
singers to join them, or Is
happy for anyone to collie
and listen to the earl
American nunitx.rs from
William Walker's bot of
11335, Mofield said.
SI11l.111114
The ;.innual
it'N1tVa1 is held at the Marshall county courthouse on
• thy fourth Sunday in May
ith a mornmit session at
10:30 and the afternoon ses4-......„..}411 at 1 - 13. ,
The date this ear is N1ii
21.

Will clean offices or
houses. Call 7539587.
*hat we do best is
Neediine 753 6.3.33

ca'e

BILL'S FISH
MARKET
753 9381

6075 4th

r1 N f
Market 94 laO
In...w.tri al Rudd VU,iv
is i
re,n Kentuckv take
Ca..trsh
wholesale am.,
retail

Hour' ? to 6 dad',

474 2701
WN,no.' Swing

leaning
Hio-i teni 0il don t want"
Neo. Con:ord Auction
pickup sell
tilioti a;:he,:k Call

:'b5353

CROSSWOFtD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Healthy
5 Pierce
Evil
13 Nobleman
14 Before
15 More profound
17 Preposition
18 Beverage
19 Goddess of
discord
21 Sum
23 Guarantees
27 Compass pt
28 Ways out
29 Be ill
31 Decay
34 Spanish article
35 Weight of
India
37 Scottish cap
39 Suffice
40 Fondle
42 Obstruct
44 Communion
0118
46 Hebrew
mirth
48 Ogres
50 Vestments
53 Vegetable
54 Borer
55 Diphthong
57 Experts
61 Female ruff
62 Sandarac

tree
64 Tiers
65 WOffil
•

66 Permits
67 Blemish
DOWN
1 Concealed

2 Honest 3 Robert E.4 Masters
5Eumpean
-finch-6 Tantalum
sythbol
7 Skill
8 Smudge
9 Improve
10 Region
11 Transaction
16 Wiped out
20 As written
Mus.
22 Preposition

23 Cry
24 Wheel holder
25 State Abb.
26 Perch
30 Fell into
disuse
32 German river
33 Cargo units
36 Male sheep
38 Substances

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle

CCU CU =CCU
VC= C
CU CUCUC CUM
UV ISOCID CC
CCM= UUU
UOU
CUUU DU
CC CCU DUO U0
OC MCC
CCM
COO UM:MUM
UU CUM 000
CCM COMO CU
CLEM CUOMO
CCCUC CO CCU
41 Shelves
43 Crowd

45 Tellurium
Symbol

47 Exist
49 Approaches
50 Unusual
51 is in debt

52 Close
56 Exist
58 weasei
sound
59 Couple
60 Fast plane:
Abbr.
63 Near

RATS:IT'S STARTING
TO RAN...

2. Notice

MILK NOTICE
The Murray Plonning Commission has received
two requests from W. John 0. Posca-ta rezone
specific property located along North 18th Street
east from one lot south of Calloway Avenueorunfling north to College Form Rood. These requests
ask to rezone Tract L from R-2 (Single Family
Dwelling) to Professiorkil Office and to rezone
Tract
2. from R-2 (Single Family Dwelling) to R-5
• 44
(Multi-Family). These areos ore more specifically
described as follows:
TRACT 1. Frew 1-2 to P.O.
40 feet off of the west side of Lot No. 17, all of
Lot No. 18 and Lot No. 18A as shown in the Second
Replat of the Pasco Subdivision to the City of
Murray, Kentucky as recorded in Deed Book 105,
pogo 531 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court EXCEPTING 7 feet off of the west
side of Lot No. 18A deeded to the Commonwealth
of Kentucky for the use and benefit of the Department of Highways acting in on official capacity,
and recorded in Deed Book 109, pages 143 and
144 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.
TRACT 2. From it-2 to 1-5
Lot No. 37, Lot No. 56 and 25 feet off of the
west side of Lot No. 55 as shown in the Replat of
the Pasco Subdivision to the City of Murray, Kentucky as recorded in Deed BOok 81, page 471 in
the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court PLUS Lot No. 74, Lot No. 75, Lot No. 92, and
Lot No. 93 as shown in the Third Replat of the
Pasco Subdivision to the City of Murray, Kentucky
as recorded in Deed Book 108, page 471 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court EXCEPTING 7 feet off of the west side of Lot No. 37,
lot No. 56, Lot No. 75 and Lot No. 93 deeded to
the Commonwealth of Kentucky for the use and
benefit of fW1YeportmeritVATOways
official capacity, and recorded in Deed Book 109,
• pages 14aand 144 in the office of the Cieric-bf the
Calloway County Court.
The Public Hearing on these two requests will be
on April 21, 1981 at 7:00 p.m. in the Council
Room of City Hall. You are openly invited to attend
this meeting.
Steve Zee, City Planner.
Greg McKee!, Chairman
Murray Planning Cummission

2. Notice
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1. Legal Notice

2:Notice'

BIBLE CALL
Is Christ Reilly the
Son of God? 7594444. Bible Story 759-4445.

Gold &
Sliver
Pawn
Shall
Olympic Plaza
PAWN - Ivy
SELL - TRADE
Open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
753-7113
I

Vernon's
Western
Store
Leather Vests

Now $49.95
Reg. S1 OC/.00
Open,a.m.49
7534113
-

wernohomsecons
Carter Studio
30111 Mom

753 8298

"MARRIAGE"
t's a covenant
fore God not to
e broken! _Eph.
:21-31;
Mott.
9:4-9; Mark 10:612.
"DIVORCE!"
is a sin, the work
f Satan, God
ates it! Malachi
:16; Matt. 5:312.

RIVERIA
COURTS
Has mobile homes
for rent. Students
welcome! Special
rates!! We also
have special deals
for lot renters!
Come live with us!
7S3-3280.

ANTIQUES
Oak beds chests - Oak
dressers • wash stands Oak Rockers. Matching set
of walnut dining choirs Duncan Phyfe cherry dining
seite - 0.6 pie safe - handmode molts.
_ .140DGES.SON..
2055. 5th
753-4669

5. Lost and Found
You are a winner. if
name is Mr. John
Vaughan of Hamlin.
Call 753-1916 today
, your free classified ad!

6. Help Wanted
Full time Audiologist needed IR medical office. Send
resume to P.O. Box 1040K,
Murray, KY.
Full time secretary needed
in medical office. Send
resume to P.O.-Box 1040M.
Murray. KY.
Full time nurse needed in
medical office
Send
resume to P.O. Box 1040N.
Murray. KY.
Help Wanted Reliable person with a small van or
pickup to make air freight
deliveries for Sunbird
Airlines. 489-2199
LPN 'needed for 3-11 and
11-7 shift, excellent salary
and benefits. Apply in person at Care Inn of Mayfield
or call 247,-0200

'TIMBRES%
ALL RIGHT, WHERE'S
OUR.6ROUND CREW'

GET OUT THE
IMP, AND COVER
THE INFIELD!

714gYSID THAT
PRETTY FAST

MECHANIC
NEEDED
Negotiate with us.
Apply et:
CAIN'S AMC
JEEP &
RENAULT INC.
or cell 753-6448.

074r
-• r

rt
)
.

•8

0I

//,

your
W.
KY.
for

NANCY---DID YOU TELL
ANYONE I LOST A
QUARTER
AROUND
,NO,PEEWEE,
ewe
HERE F
WH Y ?

•o:rt

.E1

49.!i

LOOK
•19".
Mir
_Ciev/eC ISM UMW Combos SynOMate MC

TELL Mi55 BLJXLEY
I WANT TO SEE HER

t

15. Articles For Sale

Need someone to do ironing'
in my home. Call 436-5380.
Wanted: Someone with a
trailer to live on lot and
take care -of yard:,.. and
.garden. lots. Stock barn.
pond. and lot. All rent free.
436-2405.
Want two laborers for 2-3
weeks work, $4 per hour.
Call 759-1348

Snapper mower blades:
26". 28', 30" or 33",
$5.99 each. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
lypewrtters for Salle! IBM
Executive Model 0; Royal
5000 Selextrix: IBM Selectrix Corrector. tole Real
Estate, Aurora. 414Three fish aquariums with
filters, pumps, and lights.
Call 474-2708.

7. Storage Bldgs.
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.

16. Home Purnishings

9. Situation Wanted

Commodes, white A-grade.,
$43.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
For sale: Built-in electric
oven and cook top, ideal for
lake home, good condition
Remodeling so must sell!
Phone 753-6776.

DEPENDABLE LAWN MOWING. References. Free
estimates. Call Mike at 753;
8877.
Will break and disc
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
753-0144.
11. Instructions
Guitar lessons in my home.
Have references, 753-3686
from 9AM to 3:30PM.
Monday-Friday.
Piano and organ lessons,
music conservatory trained
and experienced teacher.
Beginning and advanced.
753-7575.

14. Want To Buy
Four inch square fence
posts. Call 753-6044.
Nant to buy: Used card
table CallA74‘9721 or
475-2346 after 5 pm.

itast4e4urpniirears: Ge#
474-8838
-1

111

"51ideoffir Sale

Does your house need painting? Olympic has a product
for every lob. Semitransparent stain; solid color stain; acrylic-latex and
Olympic
over-coat.
Reasonable price, $12.50
- per gallon and under. Murray Lumber Co., 104 Maple
Street.
For sale Easter rabbit. Call
753-3723, Paul Bailey. Utterback Road
For sale: Chain link dog
kennel. $90. Call 753-4186.
Galvanized - clothes line
posts, 2-034", holds 7
lines, $16.99 a pair. Wallin
Hardware. Paris.
Like pew, Craig AM-FM
stereo. 8-track, turn table,
and speakers. $125. Also a
_Craig AM-FM stereo, 8track, turn table, and
speakers. $50. Also a small
coffee table. $10. Call 7538465.
Men's LaCoste style short
sleeve shirts 50% polyester,
5000 cotton; 4 button
placket. pocket . $8.95:
Wind,breakers $5.95, Mesh
summer caps, $1.69. EastY
Grocery. 753-8786.
_
.
. .
Oregan chain saw chains,
3/8" pitch for 16" bar,
$799; for 20- bar, $8.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Plants for sale. Mums. Iris.
Phlox, African violets, and
others. Cheap! 492-8467.

POOL MANAGER,
LIFEGUARDS NEEDED

c•••••

mj0
AMR

t Effl

6. Help Wanted

L ER-

Applications are being' accepted for a pool
manager and lifeguards by the MurrayCalloway County Parks Department. Applications may be obtained before April 15 at
the parks office, 10th and Payne Streets,
753-7640.

PRE-SEASON SALE
Season Passes for the MurrayCalloway County Swimming Pool may
be purchased now thru May 29. Purchase prior to May 5 to be eligible
for a free season pass.
Family Passes $60.00
Single Passes $30.00
Passes may be purchased at the
Park Office, 10th & Payne Sts.,
phone 753-7640.

HONEY, REMEMBER
THAT eaLONDE WEJ

AT-

•-•

18. Sewing Machines
Congradulations! Mr. Roger
Wilson of Rt.1,Farmington.
KY your name has been
drawn as one of our
Classified Ad winners!

19. Farm Equipment
Four row John Deere
planter, Call 436-2269.
..for sale: 2840 John Deere.
tractor. Call 345-2607.
For sale: Walking garden
.tractor. Breaking plow.
disc, furrow opener. $500.
--F-rod-Babcor.k.-436.2.5741-.
Eight row John Deere, no
••-ittr-litaoter, NI* new.
$6000. 75-9861.
Garden plows with- wood
handles, double. pointed
shovel, mouldboard, and 5prong cultivator, $29.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Garden seeder, plants 21
different vegetable seeds,
$39.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Tillers, 5 hp, chain drive,
Briggs & Stratton engines.
$239.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Wheelbarrows. $19.99:
$29.99; $42.99; and 69.99.
Wallin Hardware. Paris.

20. Sports Equipment
For sale: 4 commercial pool
tables, regulation size, and
accessories. Excellent condition. Call 753-1673.
Remington 243, scope and
case, $190. :Kenmore:
range, $125, washer and
dryer, $300. Call 753-6910
after 4.30.
The Pistol People:- Invest in
a feel.ing of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red . tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, . 9 miles west.. of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5. Sunday
12-5.(502)885-5914.
Two matching O'Brien performer ski's, one slalom.
$435. Call 759-1293 after 5
pm.

22. Musical .
SAVE
Save lh of new price
on this repossessed
Pe9no- Less then 1
ear old. Take up
enthly payments.
7S3-7S7S

New and used Baldwin
piano and organs, Lonardo
Piano Co.. across from the
Post Office, Parrs, TN.
Used Spinet piano, monthly
payment. $34.21. Leach's
Music Co. your Lowrey
organ dealer, Paris. TN.

r-----

4.

22. Musical
yea weld ploy
erre lot have
is. °rpm? We'll hooka; the onus lo Telt
home at no thane Yee
pay el* for tho
lessons.
CLATTONS
733-7575

24. Miscellaneous
Aluminum Martin houses,
Lynn Grove Market. 4354171.
Brownell nylon No. 21 and
24. $3.29 lb.: No. 9, $3.98
lb.: Berkley McMahon
swls. ;2.45 per 100:
Mustad hooks 1/10,
$11.50 per 1000. East Y
. Grocery, 753-8786:
Lawn mower batteries, 12
volt. 24 month guarantee:
$21.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
One, two, three, and four
tread fiberglass steps, light
weight, salt will not
damage. Ideal for trailers.
Murray Lumber Co.; 104 Maple Street.
Oregan bars for Homelite;
Poulan; or Echo chain saws,
16", $16.99; 20", $19.99.
'Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Purple Martin houses. 6
room, $24.99; 12 room,
$36.99: 18 room. 54,9.99;
24 room. $59.99. Walfin
Hardware. Paris.
PLANTS. Garden, bedding,
houseplants. fruit trees and
shrubs. Open 8:30-2:00.
mornings. 5-7 PM evenings,
Monday through Friday. 8-5
Saturday. Sunny Acres
Nursery. 901 Johnny
RobertSon road, 753-3619
and Murray Sport Marine,
.]18 South 4th, 753-7400.
VW engine and trank-tx4e, good condition, $375
Phone 436-5869.

25. Business Services
HODGE'S TAX SERVICE.
April 15th is almost here!
759-1425.

26. TV-Radio
Assume monthly payment
on a new Magnavox t.V.,
paying only $7.96 down.
Leach's Music & TV., in the
Jim-Adams
shoppingcenter. Paris. TN.

27.Mobile Home Sales
1969 Econ. 12x60 mobile
horrii carpeted, underpinning, with service pole. All in
good condition. Call 1536295.
12x58 Scheyille. 2
bedroom. mostly furnished.
. $3800. Call 753-8417.
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28. Mob. Home Rents

33:1

For rent 2 bedroom trailer,
12x60, furnished, clean,
near Murray. No pets. Call
489-2118.
Mr. Andy Elkins of 1001
Glendale, Murray, KY is a
winner of a free classified
ad...call 753-1916 today!
12x60 trailer for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Court, located Murray DriveIn entrance.
Two bedroom trailer. completely furnished, very nice.
$150 per month. Call 7538964-after 5 pm.
Two bedroom mobile home,
folly furnished., 2'-?miles
from town. Coleman Real
Estate. 753-9898.
_

Room
lutch
air a
summ
One
1626
8572

•H

30. Business Rei
-i61
Commercial building .on
Olive Blvd., formerly University Bookstore. Call 1532967 after 5 pm.

COUPON
Night Crawlers

954.

Box

With Coupon

Limit 2 Boxes Expires 4-30-81

EAST Y GROCERY
Hwy. 94 East

(Z.

renimm9ammoneansmastaistamomommoommmimomemil
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U.N. AFRO-ASIAN
SE('TO$
.HUMAN RIGHTS Cif
VI510
DIANA PALMER
WILK
otescroR
DIAINA'9 STAFF: DR.IOW
445.E130LI pg.91,%49H
I09.Cfridme 5E-MOR AiDa-LO.

WANTED: Outreach/Social Worker
needed for Calloway/Marshall County area. Resident of specified area
preferred. Must have car. Knowledge
of social programs helpful. Excellent
fringe benefits.
Send resume' by April 13, 1981 to:
Mary B. Armstrong
West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc.
P.O. Box 736
Mayfield, KY 42066
"An Impel Opporteeity Employer"

Now Taking Applications
For

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
Northwood Dr., Murray, Ky.
1, 2 and 3 bedroom units. One bedroom
handicapped units.
Apply klea.-Frl. 11 a.rr. to 1 p.rr.

The Village, 641 North
502-437-4157
Equal Housing Oppor t unity

To
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30:Business Rental 32. Apts. For Rent
Mini
Warebease
Storage Space
Fee Rent
753-47S11

31. Want To Rent
Cottage with frontage on
Kentucky Lake for visiting
grandparents for month of
May. 753-1858.

32. Apts. For Rent
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 75-34109
Duplex for rent no pets
Call 753-3913 or 759-1616
For rent- 2 bedroom
townhouse Sir U ment.
carpet, range. refrigerator.
disposer.
dishwasher,
washer-dryer hookup, central heat and air. Call 7537559 or 753-7550.
Furnished apartments, one
or two bedrooms. Also
sleeping rooms. Zimmerman Apartments. South
16th. 753-6609.
Near University, one
bedroom furnished apartment. central heat and air.
low utrIties. $120 per month 753-7114
New duplex. 2 bedrooms,
has all modern conveniences. 753-9400.
New 2 bedroom duplex, all
kitchen appliances, outside
s °rage,
re erences.
deposit. No pets. 753-0814.

43.1e-if-Estate

newly Oarage sale 8th 9th and
Unfurnished
decorated five room duplex 10th 7 mites from Murray
wi Hightiray 121 South NicNo pets 7534944
nacs. dishes tools, toys,
34. Houses For Rent and lots of bargamS
Five room unfurnished Yard sale. April 6th, 7th.
house, in the county, $150 8th. 9th. weather permitper month plus $150 _ling Household ifems, odds
deposit required. 753- and ends, rugs, black and
white t.v. Lot 38 Riveria
3293.
TouRrTerim 8 AM.
For rent: Nice furnished
one bedroom house, twin Yard sale. Saturday, April
beds available. Also cottage 11th. 8 til ?. 512 S 8th
for rent, partial utilities Street. Different sizes of
paid, available May 7th for women's clothes, records.
summer and fall semester. and 8-track Wet.
Call before 5 pm. 753- Yard sale, Thursday. 10 til
5310.
?, North 16th Street. FurNewly redecor1d 2 niture, clothing, glassware.
bedroom home. Washer. and several other items.
dryer.
stove,
and Canceled if rains.
refrigerator furnished. Yard sale* Saturday. April
Before 5 pm call 753-7499 11th, 8 til 2 sharp. Corner
after 5 pm. 753-0743.
Hermitage Drive and
Three bedroom brick with Wiswell Road. Clothing, furgarage. $225. 1300 South niture, fabric, ski sled,
household goods. a' few
16th St. 753-6609.
boating accessories.
Three bedroom. 2 bath,
den, living room, kitchen 43. Real Estate
dining combination, fenced THE BEST THINGS COME IN
backyard with tall hedge for SMALL PACKAGES. Small
privacy, concrete patio and price, big value!! In town, 2
grill.
Excellent bedroom, $18,500. South
neighborhood, on quiet of town, remodeled, 2
street near M.S.U. One year bedroorn, $21.300. East of
lease required, $400 per town. 3 bedroom with
month. Available June 1. acreage. $17.100. Near
1981. Call 753-5805 after lake, 3 bedroom with 1
5:30 PM.
acre, $13.500. Look them
over.
the time to
35. Farms For Rent buy! Now's
Call Spann Realty
Small farrn with barn, brick Associates, 753-7724.
house, carpet, air, 10 miles
1644.

One bedroom furnished 37. Livestock-Supplies
apartment, air-conditioned, 45 Holstein heifers, approxon 121 North next to Fair Itnately 350 lbs. Call 502grounds. Call 753-3139.
856-3837.
One bedroom furnished. REE MAR ARABIANS. Book
apartment, one block from your good mares for 1981
M.S.U.. couples only, no breeding season. Three
pets, gas heat and water stallions. 753-6126.
furnished. Available April
Rabbits for sale. Call 4921st. $150. Call 753-1203.
8205.
One bedroom furnished
Two horse walking horse
apartment, 400 South
trailer, padded stalls,
16th. Call 753-4413.
fiberglass, excellent condiTwo bedroom duplex, cen- tion. Call 437:4299.
tral heat and air, outlets for
38. Pets-Supplies
washer and dryer. built-in
stove and refrigerator. AKC Great Dane puppies.
Couples preferred: No pets. good bloodline. 753-3749.
$195 per month. Call 753- AKC Registered Doberman
9741.
puppies,
champion
Two bedroom duplex, all bloodlines. Call 759-4588
kitchen appliances, central or 753-7637.
heat and air. Call 753-8146 Dog obedience classes for
or 753-2437.
AKC competition or more
Two bedroom garage apart- obediant pet. Boarding, ment, hot and cold water. covered runs. 436-2858.
garden furnished if desired. 41.
Public Sale
Married couple preferred.
Carport sale! Furniture
Call 753-5733.
ceramics, dishes, clothes,
Two bedroom furnished
and lots of other goodies.
apartment, married couple
Thursday through Saturday.
preferred. Call 753-3106 or April_
4th-April 11th.
436-2671.
Panorama Shores, turn left
33. Rooms for Rent on. Skyline Drive.
Rooms for boys, furnished. Carport sale, _friday, April
.kitchen facilities central 10th, 8 AM til ?, 500 South
air and heat, available for 13th StreZt. Wrought iron
summer and fall semester. posts, shovel, scoop, tools,
One block from campus, cash register, silver
1626 Hamilton. Phone 753- candelabra, and lots of
8572 or 436-5479.
miscellaneous.

WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS'FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery.on Prescriptions in City Limits

CASH FOR COINS AND GOLD
SliviR & GOLD COINS
COINS FOR COLLECTORS
MINT SET ETC

LOANS MADE ON PAWN ITEMS
Hours: 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

OLD AND SILVER PAWN SHO
Olympic Plata Murray

41. Public Sale -

753 7 I I 3

tOL
:TETt fiS

-

Also household, lawn,Indoors
and esstdoers1

FOR DEPENDABLE
Professional Pest Coretrel

Kelley's Termite IL
Pest Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
home but never think about termites - they cause
the most damage next to fire. Hbve your home
tredted now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite /1:Pest
Control, 100,South 13th Street, Murray, KY.
Over. 32 years experience. Home owned and
operated.

school district. Call Spann
Realty Associates, 753i724
Pardon It Thermal,
hosannas
Real Estate
Seathslde Ceart Sq.
Murray, Kestvelly
753-4451
225 Acres located east of
New Concord. Bottom land
now in wheat, pasture,
young timber, creek,
blacktop road access. Less
than $450/acre. Owner
financing at 10%. John C.
Neubauer, Real Estate,
1111 Sycamore. 7530101/7531.
Business for sale
good
grossin
business. Owners out
side interest is reaso
for selling. Ladies Ap
paral, good location.

ShroatWaldrop
Real Estate

43. Real Estate

On Magnolia near
the high school is this
beautiful 4 bedroom
brick home with double carport, 2 baths,
central gas heat and
air. Insulated to TVA
standards. Has
assumable 7% loan.
Attractively
decorated and the
price has been reduced for quicksale.
Exquisite is the word
for this large 4
bedroom home on 2
acres.
Has
everything. Wood
burning fireplace insert heats entire
home. Has 31
/
2 baths,
family room and.
large rec room. Live
like a millionaire but
on a lot less. Must see
to appreciate.

13
Murray-C.16m.y
(meaty Realty
(502)7534146

lot. Owner - financing
available. Coleman Real
Estate, 753-9898.
Hey! Hey! Want a garden
and a place for a horse? We
have it! A 1% tract with 3
bedroom brick home, barn
with 8 stalls and fenced
pasture. - An additional
feature is assumable VA
loan with small equity and
low interest rate. - Let us
show you a great investment. You'll be glad you
did. Priced in the $40's. Offered by CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors, 7531492.

Have a garden
on this nice lot
with a neat two
bedroom home
1.7 miles from
Murray.
753-98911
•

L.4
it/ At 111 sli

1,

& PROPERTY MANAGEMEN

4 /I

You have read many ads
about lakefront property so
why not call Ken Shores
Estates for the prices on
lake front lots, or five acre
parcels near the lake, or
one parcel of over 30 acres
with waterfront.- Any of
thee properties can be
purchased with a low down
payment and balance
financed at 10% interest.
Ken Shores Estates, 1111
Sycamore St.. 753-7531
_

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
7534080
',Professional Services

With The Friendly Touch"
EXCELLENT
VALUE
1803 Westwood Reduced for a quick
owner
ale,
ransferred out of
/
2
tate, this 3 B.R., 11
th, B.V. with cenal electric heat and
wall-to-wall
air,
arpeting, kitchen
family room comb,
dishwasher, range,
exhaust fan, in coun
ty but has city
sewerage and water.
Outside storage
room, carport paved
drive, chain-link
fenced backyard.
ONLY $43,500.00.
LIVE BETTER
FOR LESS
1611 Oakhill Drive - 2
B.R. almost new
home, beautifully
decorated, central
electric heat pump,
conditioning,
air
disposal, range,
dishwasher, exhaust
.fan. Panelled garage
with automatic
opener. Large lot of
price
low
$33,900.00. Call today
for appt.
•••

No. 318 Lakeview home across
street from lake, beautifully
landscaped rockgarden terrace
Bedrooms, itivr, 12t12, kW,
dining room, iitchen, family
room, 2 baths, double garage
All appliances included.
microwave oven. $59,900,
No. 319 Mobile home, 2 lots,
17500.

STROUT REALTY
Joe I.. Kennon Broker
1912 Coldwater Rd.
Anytime
753-0146

THE PRiVat NEyEe
•
perty. -Owner will finance
28 acre tract at lust 11%
Build your own private
retreat in this beautiful
lake setting or take advantage of an excellent investment. Priced to sell quickly. Ask for Wendy at Spann
Realty Associates. 7537724

304 N. 12fis
Morrow. Ky. 42071
James Groom - 431-2430
Prentice 2144-733-3725
Lowe laker - 713.2409
Shirts, WIlerd - 713.3043
Tory Sksmalser, Aactioaw
733.9324
by I.leeras-11•4034

Once in a lifetime a home
like this comes along. The
grounds of this stately two
story solid brick home gives
the
illusin of a private
,
'estate- within the city
From the entry hall,
to your right is a warm
spacious living room with
fireplace. to your left is a
charniing library with floor
to ceiling bookcases, to the
rear is the formal dining
room and compact kitchen
with sto.age in every corner. On the second floor,
you- wilr discover three
bright airy bedrooms with
the master bedroom having
it's own fireplace'. This
home has the charm of
yesterday, the comforts of
today and the conveniences
of tomorrow. Won't you
come and let us give you
your private tour today? Call
759-1492. Offered by CENTURY 21 - Loretta Jobs.
Realtors.

ANOTHER NEW
LISTING
Attractive
3
bedroom, 2 bath
home approximately
one year old. Located
in small subdivision
halfway
between
Murray
and
Mayfield. Offered in
the mid $40's with
assumable loan.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty for
Real Service in Real
Estate.4-UNIT APARTMENT
BUILDING
Good rate of return
on this 2 story, 4 unit
rental property.
Priced in the $50's.
Assumable loan and
owner financing
available,
reasonable terms.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty.

47. Motorcycles

;,j
Rental Income ropelty
5 acres M 1- 600 It on blacktop
state highway, rural setting
The apartment building offers 11
units. Has 6 two bedroom apart
ments,_ others one bedroom
All have ranges,
units
refrigerators, air conditioners,
water haters. Pump house,60 x
116 gym' building. $50,000 doWn
paymeat on $105,000 price
Owner financing at 11 interest

GOOD INVESTMENT
Three bedroom brick
•
walking
distance of the
University.
This
house could be good
investment property
as a rental, or would
be ideal for a young
couple's first home.
Price just lowered
$3000 to $32,000.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty-to
THE OLD
COUNTRY STORE
Lots of good property
and lots of good
memories go with
this unusual listing.
Turn Of the Century
General Store With
all the Old display
CaSeS and many old

furnishings included
in sale. Located in
old Almo, property
includes a full city
block. Ideal for
restaurant or any
type retail business
including its present
use as a General
Store, $39,500. Phone
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for all the
details.

52. Boats and Motors 53. Services Offered 53. ServiceiOfferid

1975 Kawasaki 500, $550
Needs minor work, runs
easy. Call 767-4756
between 11PM and lAM
1979 Suzuki GS-550, 5600
miles excellent condition
plexiglass fatrmg* travel
trunk and adiustable back
rest Call after 5 pm 7539567

1975 ;MOW Glass. 18'.
inboard-outboard, stern
drive.. 6 'cylinder Meicruiser. Days 753-6068
Rights 436-2367
15 Foot Crosby bass boat
with trailer, 50 hp Mercury
motor"'May be seen at
Darnell Marine 94 East
MARINE SERVICE Evinrude
1972 Semi chopped. - Johnson . Mercury. OMC
Yamaha Call 753-6718 Sterndrive and Mercruiser.
before 230 pm .
Murray Sport & Marine
1977 Sportster. excellent 718 South 4th, 753-7400.
condition. 759-1718.
20 hp MeiCtIfy outboard
XL-250 Honda dirt bike motor. Excellent condition
Call 753-4168.or 753-6226
Call 492-8224 after 5 pm
1979 Yamaha 650 Special
19' Dickcraft, 85 hp
black, like new Call 759Eviarude motor, used
4749 after 4 pm
less than 10 hours.

ii.rttla

0

st
fal.s.L16W mil
sell. Call before 6 pm. 4928507.

49. Used Cars
1968 Buick Skylark excellent condition. Call 4362289 after 5 pm.
1976 Chevrolet. high
mileage, extra clean, power
steering, brakes. windows.
locks. $2000. Can be seen
at 1510 Sycamore.
1975 Chrysler New Yorker,
expower throughout
cellent condition Call 7594588 or 753-7637
1979 Delta 88. loaded with
equipment. excellent condition, $4000. 753-9400.
x ra nice i4 Chryster
New Yorker Broughm. hardtop, nearly new tires 4928300.
For sale: 1975 Vega, good
condition.
4-speed
transmission. 31 mpg
highway. $750 or best offer. Call 436-2593 evenings.
1977 Ford LTD. power
steering, power brakes, airconditioned
automatic.
radio, vinyl top, new tires,
41.000 miles, one owner.
$2450. Call 753-6235 or
753-2276.
For sale 1973 Pontiac
Catalina,
passenger
wagon
perfect running
condition $800 firm Call
753-0219 between 9 and 5
For sale Good 350 Chevy.
automatic transmission,
$50 firm Call 753-0219
between 9 and 5
1973 Ford -LTD, 4-cjoor
good condition Call 7533110 after 6 pm
1973 Maverick new tires.,
exeettent shape. Almo
across from the Post Office.
753-4418

*1980 Mazda 626 Coupe.- 5speed. factory air. AM-FM
4. Lots For Sale
stereo, 30-35 mpg. 753Lots in Bagwell Manor, will 9479
finance. Contact Howard
Brandon. 753-4389 or 753- 1979 Scirocco good condition. excellent mileage. Call
5960.
753-1378 after 5 pm.

46. Homes For Sale

A-frame lake house for sale.
2 levels. 2 bedrooms. 1
bath, utility room, large living room. wood deck on
front, lake access, in
beautiful area. Call 7530552.
Beautiful house located in
three
GateSborough.
bedrooms, 2 baths. living
room and den with
fireplace, dining-room, 10
closets. One acre lot. Call
753-4494.
By owner 1505 Oak. 3
bedroom brick, large den,
built-in kitchen, combination living room. lots of
storage, fully carpeted.
Must see to appreciate. Call
753-2378 or 753-9818.
For sale or rent: 4 bedroom
house at Ktrksey. Best offer.
Call 489-2548.
House, Pi story, 3
bedroom, full basement,
garage, large tot, convenient to hospital, 708 Elm
Street. Call 753-4710.
Sherwood
Forest: 3
bedroom, 2 bath brick
home. Wooded lot/garden
area, attached greenhouse.
and' deck Well insulated.
central air, gas heat, and
wood stove. 753-1362
before 5 or 753-9866 after
5 pm.
Two story, 3 bedroom
home, large lot located at
1008 Olive, $21,500. Call
753-9775 or , inquire at
1011 Olive.

47. Motorcycles
For sale: 1975 Kawasaki
175. mint condition, only
2350 miles, asking $600.
Outstanding gas mileage.
Call 759-1303.
Suzuki 185 street bike,
electric stsrt luggage rack,
sissy bars, 1500 miles.
8550. Call Steve 767-2978
weekdays.

3031r3

50. Used Trucks
1975 Chevy Scottsdale
4x4 loaded with options
list kit 11x15 tires $1§00
Call 753.2541
1978
Chevrolet
Pickup, power and
air-conditioning. Extra clean. Price
$3,650.00.

I

AUTO SALES
753-4961

16'2 ft Searay boat. 100
hp Mercury motor and
Pamco. trailer Call 4742108
16' Tr -hull bass boat and
trailer. 60 horse Johnson
motor. foot control trolling
motor, $1000. Call 4354526

53. Services Offered
Families
groups
reunions
remember
those special occasions

Carter Studio
304 Main

753 8298

ALCOA -AtlikttlfiltriutnG
or vinyl siding and trim
Aluminum trim for brick
houses Jack Glover. 7531873.
Aluminum Service CO,
aluminum and vinyl siding
trim • work.
custom
References. Call Will 'Ed
Bailey. 753-0689.
Asphalt driveways and parking lots sealed by Sears For
free estimates call 7532310
Bob's' Home Improvement
Service. Remodeling, painting, cement work, general
home maintenenace and inspections. Free estimates.
753-4501.
Concrete and block, brick
work
Basements.
driveways, storm cellars,
porches. 20 years experience 753-5476.
Carpenter Service. New
homes'. remodeling;
cabinets, decks, anything
with wood, quality work
Phone 753-0565 .
Call BILL'S UPHOLSTERY
for your furniture needs
Choose from thousands of
durable scotchguard 'Cloths
and naughyde vinyl. Behind
Dairy Queen 753-8085.
COLDWATER LAWN 8
GARDEN
SHOP.
Lawnmowers. Roto-tillers,
chain saws, expertly
repaired
Pickup ..and
delivery available 4892853. 8 AM to 5 PM.
_Experrenced carpenfe-r
remodeling and additions
Will, consider
other
miscellaneous
work
Ref r nc s Call 75 815

Dale Spencer's portable FLOOR SANDING Staining
sand blasting and painting and finishing Call 354Call 753-6626 or 753-5198 6127

AI'S Soper Shell
Soo* 4tli Streit
Morray
Complete
Aoto
Repair. Free Lobo with
oil sod filter chomp.
753-7896.
Fence sales at Sears now
Call Sears '7532310 for
free estimate for your
needs
plumbing.
For
airconditioning, painting roof
ing and carpentry Call
753-9822
General home repair
'pent . ,concrete work
-ft siding
window and door installation Free estimates
No lob too small Colon
Construction. 474-2359 or
474-2276
Guttering by Sears. Sears
conttnous gutters installed
per your specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
Heating, refrigeration, and
electrical repair
Bob's
Refrigeration
Service,
Hazel. KY. 498-8370 or
753-1829. Bobby Lockhart.
K & K Stump Removal. Do
you need stumps removed
from your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to' 24"
below the ground. leaving
only sawdust and chips
Call for free estimate. Bob
Kemp 435-4343 Of Bob.
Kemp. Jr. 435-4319.
Licensed electrician and
gas installation heating installation and repairs Call.
753-7204
MITCHELL BlACKTOPPING.
Commercial and residential. Also patching, sealing.
and striping.- For estimates
call 753-1537
Mills carpet installation,
reasonable
rates.
guaranteed labor for one
year. No vinyl please.. Call
Gene Mills. 753-0901.

SUNBIRD AIRLINES Daily
commuter flights between
Murray and Nashville Call
489-2199Sharpen hand saws and
skill saws Call 753-4656
Wet basement? We make
wet basements dry work
completely guarenteed Call
or write Morgan Coostruction Co Route 2. Box
409A Paducah, KY 42001
or call day or night 1-44270?6
[sport 'car and home
stereo repair.
WORLD OF SOUND
222 S. 12th St.
753-51165.
Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type-of brown or white
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson.
753-4545 or 753-6763.
Warning! Don't read this
unless you're in need of
roofing, carpentry, or:elect -vrOT
repan
All guaranteed. Call Joe.
753-9226111r
, free estimate.
Window cleaning. fast service.
satisfaction
guaranteed. Free estimate
Call 753-7140.
YATES ROOFING. Shingl!
roofs, new or re-roofing; old
roof removed, replaced, o
repaired: hot asphalt buili
up roofs. metal roofs
painted: roof coatings: ana
roll roofing. All types roof
repair. References furnished. 18 years experience, all
work guaranteed. Call "The
Professionals-, 753-4596
or 901-642-0158 collect

55. Feed And Stred

Need work on your trees?
Purple hull peas. Crossland
Topping, pruning, shaping
,Store,
492-8248. Stateline
complete removal and
more. Call BOYER'S TREE Road
SERVICE for professional Vegetable plants, flowering
bedding plants. ferns, and
tree care. 753-8536.
hybrid
tomatoes. four for
Professional painting.
paperhanging, paneling $1.00. Green Plains Church
Commercial or residential Road. 492-8419 "
20 year experience Free 57. Wanted
estimates! 759-1987.
Wanted Manure foader to
mount on 135 Ferguson
WEST
Call 753-5358
KENTUCKY
ASPHPJ
Want a home but on your
Cootinq and
lot? No money down. Finanseohnq
cing available. Call 4367 5 3 8 I 63
5582.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

Yardmen Et Gardeners

PURDOM
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC
753-5315
1971 Ford pickup, low
miles. new tires. 2 tone
green, extra, extra nice.
original truck Call 75307784fter 5 pm.
1971 Ford Pickup, straight
shift. Call 1-95-44.
1969 Ford van with rebuilt
engine. 6 cylinder, manual
transmission. $400. 7539674
1965 34 ton Flat bed,
49,000 actual miles with
side boards. good condition. Will trade for car. Call
436-2920.
1978 GMC short wheel base
pickup. 6 cylinder, straight
shift, topper. AM-FM
cassette stereo, good gas
mileage. $3300 Phone
901-247-5439

The grass is getting green and
we have the tool for you to bring
out the best for your lawn and
garden with a SNAPPER AND
YARDMAN riding mowers,tractors,tillers and walk mowers.

BUY NOW BEFORE PRICES GO UP.
We sell and service all we sell.

10DAYSPECIAL
$200.00 off any SNAPPER or YARDMAN Riding Mower
20 inch Walk Mower
Only $109.95
22inch Walk Mower
Only $119.95
26 inch Snapper or Yardman Tiler
$3411.95
HURRY THIS OFFER ENDS APRIL 18th
We are the Briggs et Stratton and Tecumseh Authorized
registered Service Dealer for parts and service.

* TUNE-UPS *REPAIR Et
*OVERHAUL

51. Campers
Congradulations to Ms .
Noma Dunn of 1005
Fairlane Dr., Murray. KY!
She is a winner of a free
classified ad!
Prowler camper, 19' fully
self-contained 489-2179
Topper for long wheel base
truck. Call 435-4422

W.aiso have a compiete small engine repair service.
Now is the time to get your equipment toady before
Us.Spring rush,Itcan save you money.

AURORA
SERVICE CENTER
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK

52. Boats and Motors
16' Runabout with 55 hp
motor, $1200 753-9502

Hwy.U

Aurora,Ky,

Phone 3544539
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Constituents Against
Handgun Registration

Creative Writing Program
Successful In Placements

WASHINGTON, D.C. — A
A total of 59 percent
majority of constituents responding said Congress
The creative writing pro- The other student ac- for much of the program's
responding to U.S. . Con- should allow parents a tax
_gram at Murray State cepted tit Columbia was success. Wylder initiated efgressman Carroll Hubbard's credit for tuition paid for a
University has recently been Marilyn
Dill'hay. forts to begin the four-year1981 questionnaire say they child's college education.
very successful in playing Drakesboro, who will also old creative writing prei
are against the federal some 41 percent said they do
students into -highly com- graduate this spring with a gram.,
government requiring not favor the tax credit.
petitive college graduate bachelor of science degree in
In 'addition to Fischer,
registration of all handguns. Forty-nine percent said they
programs at major in- English. She also • received Other faculty members in the
The gun control debate has agree with a tax credit on
stitutions nationally, accor- an offer from the University - creative writing program
=tined again in the wake tuition paid for elementary
tii.Marray State-faculty -of C.alifornia, Irvine,-are Mark Jarman and Pant
of the attempted assassina- and secondary education,
Steve Adkisson, Cincin- Durban, assistant promembers.
tion of President Regan.
while 51 percent said they
Located in the department nati, Ohio,a 1980 graduate of fessors. Fischer is • a
Early tabulations of the don't agree with that tax
of English at Murray State, Murray State with a degree graduate 'of Columbia
annual questionnaire reveal credit.
the creative writing pro- in English, has :been ac- University with a master of
that 66 percent of those
In the area of defense, 82
gram was begun four years cepted into the Iowa Writer's fine arts degree in writing.
responsing are against gun percent of those responding
agq to give students an op- Workshop, University of Jarman and Durban are
control legislation, while 34 said they are infavor of inportunity to work in poetry Iowa,and has been awarded both graduates of the
percent say they favor some creasing federal budget exand . fiction. Advanced a
teaching -writing University of Iowa Writer's
HOSTAGE REPLY — Carol Hodges, Carter third grade student of Mary Ann Carform of handgun registra- penditures for defense.Some
'undergraduates
and fellowship.
Workshop, and also have
tion.
ter, received a reply to a letter she wrote freed hostage Bruce German. After
18 percent said they are
Fischer said the aecep- completed the master of fine
graduate students may parreading a Murray Ledger & Times story written by the Reverend Buzz Rabatin,
However, while most con- against added spending for
ticipate to sharpen their lance of students into the arts degree in writing.
stituents responding to the defense.
father of classmate Brett Rabatin, the entire class wrote letters of thanksgiving
graduate -programs "says
writing skills.
The literary magazine
poll said they are against
for the release. German included a caricature of himself In his reply. In photo,
Respondents to the quesmuch about the quality ofthe "Crazy Horse" and the stuhandgun registration, an tionnaire also support a confrom left, Mrs. Carter, Hodges and Rabatin.
rani may obtain a tumor
p in creative writing program at dent literary magazine,
overwhelming 98 percent situtional amendment to per,
} a0etiottikriteous" ark tytipikublicasajtL rsons convicted of mit prayer in public schools
trieVtiietWr
a§10;feiterd with,.the•
Aaron Fischer. asistant
a by 86 percent to 14 percent
had to work with."
creative writing program.
gun should be ieqiifed to tally.
professor and one of three
Fischer credited Dr. And Jarman co-edits a new
serve jail sentences. Only
Hubbard said the latest
faculty members in the
two percent were against questionnarie totals are the
creative writing program, is Delbert Wylder.chairman of literary magazine, "The
the department of English. Reaper."
such a move.
results of a counting 10,000
pleased with the acceptance
The WKMS-FM "Spring special fund for this use on- from 1900 until today.
Some 66 percent of those questionnaires out of apof students into the graduate
"To send a tax-deductible responsing alio say they are proximately 27,000 received.
Friendship Festival" will be ly...
programs.
held through April 12..
Elvis Presley's- top 104 donation, write WKMS in- favor of reinstating the
The congressman noted
"Columbia University.
4
songs, plus a variety of other Special Fund, Box 2018 death penalty. A total of 34 that hg is receiving hundreds
This
gala
fund-raising
took two students from Murevent will feature special music including classic, University Station, Murray, percent are against capital of completed questionnaire
ray State," he said. That
daily in his Washington ofprogramming hosted by bluegrass, soul and jazz. will Ky.,42071. Contributors may punishiment.
may not sound like Much,
staff members of the radio be featured during the three choose a gift from WKMS On other issues,63 percent fice sinte mailing the
but the entire incoming class
nights of special prog-ivinin- with a $25,ar more donation. - of thoseresponding said they
- constituent poll in
..at_ _Columbia-4was just 20 - FRANKFORT
WKMS is'a fine arts radio- -believe Congress can lower March-; ing.
committee.
Kenecutive
students."
The purpose of the
Democratic National Com,
The highlight of the station broadcasting non- taxes, increase defense
Hubbard added that
tucky will be the first state festival is to raise funds to
Festival" is a commercial music and radio spending and balance the because the response to his
In the graduate programs, mittee Chairman Charles T.
"Friendship
that he has visited since buy programs and equipthe students work toward a Manatt will be the special.
day-long nostalgia show shows all year from Murray_ budgeL A total ce 37 percent 1981 poll has been heavier
becomiri!chairman.
ment,"pruce Smith, station beginning at noon Sunday. State University. It is said it wouldn4 be impossi- than ever, he cannot possibly
guest
at
speaker
the
state
master_ of fine arts degree in
Manatt received a manager, said. "All dona- "Those Were The Years" located on 91-3 on the FM ble to -accomplish all three answer each individual queswriting, the highest degree Democratic Party's annual
Jefferson-Jackson .Day Bachelor of Science degree tions are deposited in a covers changes in music dial.
goals.
one can obtain in writing.
tionnarie.
in 1958 from
o
er,
-rmans
State Iktiocratic Party University and graduated
Creek, Tenn.. was one of the
Chairman Tracy Farmer an- from George Washington
two accepted into Columbia.
nounced today the event University Law School in
She also received offers to
would take place May 21 at 1962.
participate in creative,
the Frankfort Civic Center.
He is a partner in the law
writing programs at the
The evening's entertainment firm of lanatt, Phelps,
University of Iowa, Univerwill be provided by Danny Rothenberg & Tunney in Los
sity of California,Irvine, and
Davis and the Nashville Angeles. Calif. specializing
the University of Arizona.
Brass.
in financial and corporate
law.
She will graduate with a
Manatt,44, was elected nabachelor of arts degree in tional chairman in February
Manatt was elected to
.Engfish this semester.
by the party's national ex- serve on the National
Democratic Party's executive committee in 1976
and served as chairman of
the national finance council.

wKivi

Democratic National
Chairman To Address
Jefferson-Jackson Day

Income averaging
can save you money. But
only if you make more
than $30,000 a year.
ID True D False
What you don't know about income averaging
could cost you money.
Itikk- Block knows that no mattrr how much
sou Make. if your income went up subkantially last
year you may he able- to income average WeD
take advantage of this if it's—to your benefit. The
answer is FALSE, since there is no minimum
amount of income required to qualify..

THE INCOME TAX PEOP(E

Open 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Weekdays
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat.
Phone 753-9204

"Manatt will help lead the
.party in a new direction,"
Farmer said. "He has a
tremendous amount of pride
in the party and a good
understanding of where the
pail), has been and where it
needs to be in order to regain
its strength nationally as a
party for all the people,"
-said Farmer.
Activities for the
Jefferson-Jackson
Day
event will begin with a6 p.m.
7:30 p.m..reception followed by entertainment including .comments by
Manatt, Governor John Y.
Brown, Jr. and other party
dignitaries which begins at 8
p.m.
Tickets for the reception
and entertainment including
Music by Danny Davis ant.
The Nashville Brass are $101
per -couple. Tickets for the
entertainment only are $25
pier person. A cash bar. will
be available throughout the
evening.
For More information call
state Democratic Headluarters 1400-372-76db.

If you're craving
something extra
delicious, stop by
Hardee's for some
irresistible eatin'! We
have 3 hot money saving
deals on the "BEST
EATIN' ALL AROUND"
for breakfast, lunch and
dinner. Tear out the
coupons and tear off
to Hardee's.

Church is an
old-fashioned
idea.
You bet it is. Two thousand years old-fashioned. It hasn't gone
out of aide like peg pants and bobby sox. Christianity is not
just another fad.
At the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) we have a way
of looking at faith and the church that is a little different from
a lot of the other denominations. We believe in freedom interpretation of the Scriptures. We don't tell you what to think,
we ask you what you think.
We sure don't think that the church is old hat. We think that
Christians should band together and share their faith and joy
of living through the church community.
Bring your new,or old, ideas to church Sunday. We welcome
both of you.

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
_ Dr. David.c. Itoos. Minister

Limit one coupon per
customer per visit. Not
valid with any other offers.
Please present coupon
before ordering. Good at
all participating Hardee's
restaurants.

Limit one coupon per
customer per visit. Not
valid with any other offers_
Please present coupon
beiore ordering. Good at
all participating Hardee's
restaurants.

Limit one coupon per customer
per watt, Good until 10130 a.m.,
.Monday thru Saturday. and
-II a m.. Sundays. Not valid
with any'other otters. Maas* .
present coupon before
ordering. Good at all
participating Hardee's
restaurants.

